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herb <herb_borock@hotmail.com>
Monday, February 08, 2016 2:13 PM
Council, City; Clerk, City
Keene, James; Perez, Lalo; Ghaemmaghami, Hamid
Closed Session, February 8, 2016, Council Meeting, Item #2: 380 Hamilton Avenue

Herb Borock
P. O. Box 632
Palo Alto, CA 94302
February 8, 2016
Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301

CLOSED SESSION, FEBRUARY 8, 2016, CITY COUNCIL MEETING, AGENDA ITEM #2
380 HAMILTON AVENUE: CONFERENCE WITH REAL PROPERTY NEGOTIATORS

Dear City Council:
I believe that the best division of the property at 380 Hamilton Avenue for the
City of Palo Alto, the United States Postal Service, and the public would be
for the Postal Service to retain the current ground floor lobby, post office
boxes, and window service, while consolidating other Postal Service functions
on the eastern side (Waverley Street side) of the ground floor.
The remainder of the ground floor, plus the entire basement and mezzanine would
then be available for the City of Palo Alto.
Retaining the lobby, post office boxes, and window service in their current
locations would be better for the public than a basement location on the Gilman
Street side with a basement level terrace that is accessed by stairs that would
be hidden from public view.
The current Postal Service lobby and post office boxes that are visible from
two well-used streets provide a safe location for the public, especially those
who access their post office boxes in the evening hours when there is no window
service.
The proposed basement location for those functions would not provide a safe
location with defensible space for customers who could not be seen from the
street and would have to either take the elevator to the hidden rear of the
property or climb a flight of stairs to escape any potential threat.
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Retaining the Postal Service functions on the first floor, while having the
entire basement occupied by the City of Palo Alto would not require the expense
of creating a separate Gilman Street basement entrance, because the City's
space could be accessed from first floor entrances at both the front and rear
of the property.
The Postal Service would also benefit from this division of space, because they
could continue to operate in their current location during phased construction
and would not need a temporary location.
A wall in the lobby along the joist immediately to the west of the existing
western entry door from Hamilton Avenue (Gilman Street side) could be installed
to separate the City of Palo Alto functions to the west of the lobby from the
Post Office functions in the lobby.
To the east of the dividing wall would be the existing four window service
locations at two service windows, each of which is served by two clerks.
An interior entry door to the City of Palo Alto functions could be installed in
the dividing wall to enable people to access the City of Palo Alto functions
directly from the lobby.
City of Palo Alto functions could also be accessed from the rear of the
building as shown on the "Basement Floor Feasibility Study" plans dated June
16, 2014, prepared by Architectural Resources Group, Inc. for the City of Palo
Alto.
There would also need to be walls installed on southern side of the ground
floor to separate the City of Palo Alto functions from the window clerks and
the other consolidated Postal Service functions located on the eastern side of
the ground floor.
All tenant improvements on the ground floor can take place during hours when
there is no window service, so that all postal services can continue during
construction without needing to be temporarily relocated outside the building.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock
cc:

James Keene, City Manager
Lalo Perez, Director of Administrative Services
Hamid Ghaemmaghami, Manager of Real Property

•
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CITY OF PALO ALTO
MEMORANDUM

CITY OF

PALO
ALTO
TO:

HONORABLE CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

Beth Minor, City Clerk

AGENDA DATE:

February 8, 2016

SUBJECT:

APPROVAL OF ACTION MINUTES FOR THE JANUARY 19 AND 25, 2016
COUNCIL MEETINGS

An error in the Minutes for the January 19 City Council Meeting Minutes as submitted in your
Council Packet has been noted. The vote on a Substitute Motion for Agenda Item Number 4
pertaining to the Sea Scout Building should list Council Members DuBois, Filseth, and Schmid as
voting in the affirmative.

Find the corrected vote below and complete excerpted Action

Minutes for this Agenda Item attached.

INCORPORATED

INTO

THE

SUBSTITUTE

MOTION

WITH

THE

CONSENT OF THE MAKER AND SECONDER to replace in Part B of the
Substitute Motion, "direct Staff to begin the p rocess of building a restroom
at the site and identifying a funding source" with "direct Staff to work with
the Parks and Recreation Commission to identify a funding source

and

location for a restroom."
SUBSTITUTE

MOTION AS AMENDED FAILED:

3-5

DuBois,

Schmid yes, Kniss absent

We request this change be incorporated in Council's approval of these Action Minutes.
Thank you,

���/
Beth Minor
City Clerk

Filseth,

CITY OF PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL

EXCERPT DRAFT ACTION
MINUTES

Special Meeting
January 19, 2016
The City Council of the City of Palo Alto met on this date in the Council
Chambers at 5:00 P.M.
Present:

Berman, Burt, DuBois, Filseth arrived at 5:05 P.M., Holman,
Kniss arrived at 7:20 P.M., Scharff, Schmid arrived at 5:05 P.M.,
Wolbach arrived at 5:02 P.M.

Absent:
Action Items
4.

Approval of a Request for Proposal (RFP) for the Sale of 2,500 Square
Feet of Transferrable Development Rights for the Sea Scout Building
(Without Parking Exemption) and Direction to Amend the Lease
Between the City and the Environmental Volunteers to Reflect Updated
Obligations Regarding Restroom Construction.

MOTION: Vice Mayor Scharff moved, seconded by Council Member Wolbach
to:
A.

Approve the Request for Proposal (RFP) for the sale of 2,500 square
feet of Transferrable Development Rights (TDR) from the Sea Scout
Building (without inclusion of parking exemptions) at the minimum
starting price of $225 per square foot; and

B.

Authorize the City Manager or his designee to execute and complete
the sale of the subject TDR that do not contain “Parking Exemption
Rights” to the highest qualified bidder(s), at a price not less than $225
per square foot; and

C.

Authorize the City Manager or his designee to reimburse the
Environmental Volunteers (EV) in the amount of $300,000 from the
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DRAFT ACTION MINUTES
sale proceeds of the TDR for expenses incurred for the rehabilitation
and capital improvement of the Sea Scout Building.
INCORPORATED INTO THE MOTION WITH THE CONSENT OF THE
MAKER AND SECONDER to add to the Motion, “direct Staff to begin the
process of using the Budget Stabilization Reserve to build a restroom at the
site.” (New Part D)
MOTION PART D RESTATED: Direct Staff to begin the process of building
a restroom at the site and identifying a funding source.
SUBSTITUTE MOTION:
Council Member Filseth moved, seconded by
Council Member DuBois to:
A.

Allocate $300,000 from the Budget Stabilization Reserve to fund this
project; and

B.

Direct Staff to begin the process of building a restroom at the site and
identifying a funding source.

INCORPORATED INTO THE SUBSTITUTE MOTION WITH THE
CONSENT OF THE MAKER AND SECONDER to add to the Substitute
Motion, “release EV from the construction obligation.” (New Part C)
INCORPORATED INTO THE SUBSTITUTE MOTION WITH THE
CONSENT OF THE MAKER AND SECONDER to replace in Part B of the
Substitute Motion, “direct Staff to begin the process of building a restroom
at the site and identifying a funding source” with “direct Staff to work with
the Parks and Recreation Commission to identify a funding source and
location for a restroom.”
SUBSTITUTE MOTION AS AMENDED FAILED:
Schmid yes, Kniss absent

3-5 DuBois, Filseth,

INCORPORATED INTO THE MOTION WITH THE CONSENT OF THE
MAKER AND SECONDER to replace in Part D of the Motion, “direct Staff to
begin the process of building a restroom at the site and identifying a funding
source” with “direct Staff to work with the Parks and Recreation Commission
to identify a funding source and location for a restroom.”

Page 2 of 3
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DRAFT ACTION MINUTES
INCORPORATED INTO THE MOTION WITH THE CONSENT OF THE
MAKER AND SECONDER to add to the Motion, “amend Section IXB of the
Lease between the City of Palo Alto and EV to release EV from the
development and construction obligations of building a public restroom in
the Baylands Parkland and authorize the City to assume and manage the
construction of the public restroom.” (New Part E)
INCORPORATED INTO THE MOTION WITH THE CONSENT OF THE
MAKER AND SECONDER to add to the Motion, “reduce the payment from
EV to the City for the cost of construction of the public restroom from
$75,000 to $35,000.” (New Part F)
INCORPORATED INTO THE MOTION WITH THE CONSENT OF THE
MAKER AND SECONDER to add to the Motion, “direct Staff to return to
Council at a later date regarding sale price and the use of any excess
funding above $300,000.” (New Part G)
INCORPORATED INTO THE MOTION WITH THE CONSENT OF THE
MAKER AND SECONDER to replace Part G of the Motion with, “direct Staff
to transfer any excess funds to EV for the maintenance of the building if
allowed by the TDR Ordinance, or if not allowable transfer the funds to a
historic renovation fund.”
MOTION AS AMENDED PASSED: 8-0 Kniss absent
Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 12:07 A.M.

Page 3 of 3
City Council Meeting
Draft Action Minutes: 1/19/16
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gail Price <gail.price3@gmail.com>
Sunday, February 07, 2016 9:07 PM
Council, City; Keene, James; Gitelman, Hillary; Minor, Beth
Agenda Item No. 8- Improvements to Draft Language- Comm. Services
PACCSERVICESC1.29statement.doc

Dear Mayor Burt and Palo Alto City Council members,
Agenda Item No 8 for Feb 8 Council meeting.
Attached are my comments about the draft language for the Community Services and Facilities Element-- specifically
Goal C-1. Deliver Community services effectively and efficiently and Policy C-1.29 and related programs.
My proposed changes are noted in bold in the attached statement.
Thank you for considering these proposed edits to make the element stronger and more comprehensive.
Best,
Gail Price

To: Palo Alto City Council
Date: February 8, 2016
From: Gail Price, Member, Community Working Group (CWG) Board
Re: Agenda Item # 8: Review and Discussion Regarding the Draft Community
Services and Facilities Element Recommended by the Comprehensive Plan Update
Citizens Advisory Commission (CAC)
The CWG operates the Palo Opportunity Service Center which provides permanent
supportive housing and a range of other services such as services, counseling, job labor
referral, transportation vouches and shower passes to unhoused people.
My comments are related to Policy C-1.29 .The proposed changes to the draft language
of the Community Services and Facilities Element of the Comprehensive Plan are in bold
as noted below:
GOAL C-1 Deliver Community services effectively and efficiently
Policy C-1.29
Support and promote County, City, State, and non-profit services addressing the needs of
the low income and unhoused community especially in the areas of permanent
supportive housing and temporary housing which addresses food, clothing, health care,
mental health, and transportation needs. [Previously Policy C20, with edits
recommended by PTC]
Program C1.29.1 Increase awareness about caring and compassion for the unhoused and
those who suffer from mental and/or physical conditions (delete disorders) through
educational programming in partnership with community and business organizations
throughout the region. [NEW PROGRAM]
Program C1.29.2 Work with Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties, the State of
California, the Federal Government, non-profit agencies, business, and other
organizations to define roles and responsibilities in the comprehensive provision of
permanent supportive housing and temporary shelter, food, clothing and transportation
for those in need. [NEW PROGRAM – PTC Recommended Program
Rationale:
To more effectively support the unhoused and homeless, the draft language for Goal C1.29 should not just reference temporary housing but needs to be revised in two ways:
1. Add permanent supportive housing in addition to temporary housing. Temporary
housing will not be sufficient to address the chronically homeless individuals and
families which often manifest mental, and physical health issues problems, addiction, and
problems finding jobs. The needs of the homeless are complex.
1

Permanent supportive housing is a combination of affordable housing and support
services designed to help individuals and families use housing as a platform for health
and recovery following a period of homelessness, trauma including PTSD, hospitalization
or incarceration.
Supportive housing programs are the most clinically and cost-effective and offer the most
integrated housing available for people with mental disabilities and other serious
conditions.
2. Expand all partnerships references to include business organizations and the State and
federal government. Effective partnerships, including finding, must reach beyond local
and regional efforts.
Let’s be realistic. To really provide policy and program guidance to address
homelessness, these proposed language changes are needed to improve our ability to
more broadly build partnerships and leverage funding to develop permanent supportive
housing and expanding services for the homeless

Thank you.

2
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

doria s <doriasumma@gmail.com>
Sunday, February 07, 2016 7:42 PM
Council, City; Dennis, Jeremy; Lee, Elena; Shani Kleinhaus
Comp Plan Community Services Element
Community Services Element.docx

Dear Mayor Burt, Council Members,
Please see the attached letter, which contains a few notes on the Community Services Element from Shani and myself.
Very Best,
Doria

-Doria Summa
(650) 858 2920 Home
(650) 867 7544 Mobile

February 7th, 2016
Re: Draft Community Services and Facilities Element
Dear Mayor Burt and City Council,
We are members of the Comprehensive Plan Update Citizens Advisory Commission
(CAC). We appreciate the public commentary and the discussion at the CAC and write
this letter to highlight some of our concerns that seemed to have not made it into the
draft. This letter does not represent the CAC - we write it as residents of the City
Parks: We hope Council direct staff to separate the presentation and statistics between
Palo Alto’s 1 ) natural open space and 2) urban parks and recreation facilities (discussion
on pages C1-C7; Map on page C-15). When one distinguishes urban facilities from
natural open space, it becomes apparent that urban areas are underserved. Indeed,
Council recently (January 25th) recognized the deficit and considered adding parkland to
the city’s urban areas (by converting corner lots to parks, for example). The Draft
Community Services and Facilities Element fails to capture this need. At a minimum,
Palo Alto should commit to meeting the National Recreation and Park Association
Standards guidelines for locating and developing new parks - Policy C-4.6 should not be
aspirational.
Urban Forest: We recommend incorporating the Urban Forest Master Plan by reference
under Goal C-4.
Libraries: Today, the college terrace and downtown libraries are open fewer days than
some of the larger libraries. We recommend adding to Goal C-1 policies that related to
libraries, and specifically, improves operation days and hours for smaller ones.
Thank you,
Doria Summa and Shani Kleinhaus
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Catherine Martineau <catherine@canopy.org>
Monday, February 08, 2016 2:32 PM
Dennis, Jeremy
Council, City; Passmore, Walter
Fwd: Council Discussion on Draft Community Services and Facilities Element for Comp Plan
Update

Hello Jeremy,
I have a small suggestion for the Draft Community Element of the Comprehensive Plan that will recognize the role the
urban forest plays in public health. Apologies for the late submission. Hopefully these minor additions can be made in
the next draft.
I think it should be included in two places:
Page C-13:
HEALTH AND WELL-BEING The City supports the health and well-being of its residents, workers, and visitors by
increasing access to healthy food, parks and recreation, urban tree canopy, cultural programs, and by encouraging
healthy workplaces. For example, the Community Services Department provides recreational activities, supports
healthy eating by promoting farmers markets and healthy grocery stores, and fosters well-being through art, music, and
social events.
Policy C-5.7: Provide public green spaces, community gardens, tree shaded streets and informal gathering places that
enhance public health. Refer to the Urban Forest Master Plan's goal of equitable access to tree canopy across town.
My apologies for submitting these late. Do not he
Thanks Jeremy. Do not hesitate to contact me with questions.
Catherine

-------------------------------------------------Catherine Martineau
Executive Director
Canopy
www.canopy.org
650-964-6110 ext. 2

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Lee, Elena <Elena.Lee@cityofpaloalto.org>
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Date: Tue, Feb 2, 2016 at 4:21 PM
Subject: Council Discussion on Draft Community Services and Facilities Element for Comp Plan Update
To: "Martineau, Catherine" <catherine@canopy.org>

Good Afternoon Catherine,

This email serves to inform you that there will be a City Council public meeting on Monday, February 8th, at
approximately 7:00 PM, following a closed session. The meeting will be held at the City Council chambers. This
item (agenda item #8) is tentatively scheduled to be discussed at 7:35 PM, but is subject to change. The purpose of this
meeting is to review and discuss the Draft Community Services and Facilities Element recommended for approval by
the Comprehensive Plan Update Citizens Advisory Commission (CAC).

The meeting materials are located on the city’s website
(http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/50814).

There are many ways to share your ideas:


you can either emailing your comments to staff (Jeremy.Dennis@cityofpaloalto.org )



send your written copies to the Planning Department (see address in signature line)

Thank you for your continued interest in the Comprehensive Plan Update process and we look forward to hearing from
you.

Elena Lee | Senior Planner
City of Palo Alto | Planning & Community Environment Department
250 Hamilton Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301
T: 650.617.3196 | E: Elena.Lee@cityofpaloalto.org
Join the Discussion on the Comprehensive Plan Update!
http://www.paloaltocompplan.org
Please think of the environment before printing this email – Thank you!
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Neilson Buchanan <cnsbuchanan@yahoo.com>
Monday, February 08, 2016 11:11 AM
Council, City
Admin Guidelines for Interim Office Limits

I am not able to attend the Council meeting tonight due to unexpected conflict.
PLANNING BY POLITICS NOT RATIONAL ANALYSIS
Exemption for medical office space has not been studied properly by city staff. The exemption appears to
be a concept sponsored by a few Councilpersons with minimum staff involvement and incomplete Council
oversight.
Please consider the following issues and remove the exemption for medical offices. Deteriorating traffic and
parking conditions will accelerate if the exemption is approved

1. Medical and other exemptions aren't meaningful, as office space is fungible. In other words,
creating 5,000 new sq. ft. of medical office and can open up 5,000 sq. ft. elsewhere for regular office
use.
2. Medical and office exemptions should preclude general office use when medical tenants move to new
facilities and abandon prior facilties. A conditional use permit is essential for such properties involved
in these exemptions.
3. By any standard, Palo Alto has an abundance of medical and dental services far beyond the
"actuarial" needs of its residents even when you exclude regional Stanford Medical Center.
4. Very little sale taxes will generated in comparison to many retail services.
5. Medical offices today increasingly generate high traffic from patients (often 800am-800pm). Large
numbers of lower paid ancillary workers are needed to support professionals in these small offices;
this means more traffic and parking. Patients and families also generate more traffic when they are
referred to lab and radiology services not found in small offices.
6. Both SUMC and PAMF are modernizing and massively decentralizing their operations whenever
possible to communities far beyond Palo Alto.
7. Is there any data that Palo Alto residents need to increase the existing high per capita distribution of
physicians?
8. Can high quality medicine be practiced economically in relatively small office spaces? Many experts
think most efficient medicine is practiced in large clusters and decentralized when possible.

This exemption is a prime example of late night, rushed planning without any rationale from staff. If city staff
can provide objective support for medical office exception, then act accordingly.

cc: Legal File
Neilson Buchanan
155 Bryant Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

herb <herb_borock@hotmail.com>
Monday, February 08, 2016 3:57 PM
Council, City; Clerk, City
February 8, 2016, Council Meeting, Item #10: County Sales Tax Measure

Herb Borock
P. O. Box 632
Palo Alto, CA 94302
February 8, 2016
Palo Alto City Council
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301

FEBRUARY 8, 2016, CITY COUNCIL MEETING, AGENDA ITEM #10
PROPOSED SANTA CLARA COUNTY SALES TAX MEASURE

Dear City Council:
Advocacy of a sales tax measure to pay for Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)
extension should be clear about whether the money is for a BART extension to
San Jose or to Santa Clara, and whether the sales tax money for BART would be
combined with federal government funds so that nobody will be able to say what
segment of a BART extension would be paid for by a county sales tax.
Advocacy of a sales tax measure for Congestion Relief/Transit/Mode Shift should
be clear about whether the money is for Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in Palo Alto,
whether the sales tax funds are prohibited from being used for BRT in Palo
Alto, and whether approval of the sales tax measure prohibits the Valley
Transportation Agency (VTA) from using other funds for BRT in Palo Alto.
Advocacy of a
be clear that
modernization
funding grade

sales tax measure for a Railroad Grade Separation Program should
the lead agencies for the High Speed Rail and Caltrain
programs are the agencies that are primarily responsible for
separations.

Discussion of a proposed advocacy position on a county sales tax measure should
be informed by knowledge of whether the City Council authorized anybody to
negotiate on behalf of the Council to propose a unified advocacy position.
Discussion of an item about a county sales tax measure that was first discussed
by the Council Rail Committee should be informed by knowledge of whether the
subject was included in the purview of the committee when it was reconstituted.
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BART Extension to San Jose and Santa Clara
The recommended advocacy position includes $1.2 billion for "BART to San
Jose". At the Rail Committee meeting of January 27, 2016, it was reported that
the Silicon Valley Leadership Group spokesman wants $1.4 billion for BART.
The San Francisco Chronicle article of November 19, 2014, reproduced below,
about the BART extension plans for obtaining federal money, contemplated saving
$1.4 billion by eliminating the Santa Clara and Alum Rock BART stations, but
"residents and leaders of those communities were not pleased at the possibility
of their stations disappearing -- or at least being delayed for years", while
"Carl Guardino, executive director of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, said
he's confident that a plan can be worked out that would save the
stations. Part of the solution, he said, could be another sales tax measure
that would appear on the ballot in 2016."
In other words, one BART station equals $0.7 billion.
So, the $1.4 billion Guardino wants from the county sales tax measure would pay
for the Santa Clara and Alum Rock BART stations.
Of course it doesn't make sense to pay for a Santa Clara BART station without
extending the BART tracks to Santa Clara.
At $300 million per mile, the costs of a BART extension (without stations) from
the San Jose Caltrain Diridon station (mile post 47.5) to the Santa Clara
Caltrain Station (mile post 44.7) is (47.5 - 44.7)x($0.3 billion) = (2.8)x($0.3
billion) = $0.84 billion.
Adding the cost of the Santa Clara BART station to the BART track extension
from San Jose to Santa Clara yields ($0.7)+($0.84) = $1.54 billion.
Since any funds from a county sales tax measure for BART are fungible with any
federal funds for BART, I conclude that Guardino doesn't want a sales tax
measure to bring BART to San Jose, but to bring BART to Santa Clara.
Today, Michael Burns, the former Chief Executive Officer of the Valley
Transportation Agency (VTA) began his new job as the head of the Caltrain
Modernization Program.
In the Caltrain press release announcing Burns appointment, reproduced below,
Caltrain's Executive Director Jim Hartnett said, "Under Michael's leadership,
VTA received the federal funding needed to finally bring BART to San Jose."
I wonder where all that sales tax money for BART went and why more county sales
tax money is needed for BART, if BART was paid for by the federal funding.

Bus Rapid Transit
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There is nothing in the proposed advocacy position regarding the county sales
tax measure regarding Palo Alto's position on Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).
Supervisor Simitian said that opposition to BRT could be enough to defeat any
county sales tax measure.
Surely, it is prudent to include in any advocacy position a requirement that
none of the funds from the sales tax be used for BRT, and that after VTA gets
approval of the sales tax measure it can't suddenly use other funds for BRT.

Railroad Grade Separation Program
Implementation of the Caltrain modernization program will require grade
separations that are a mitigation for the program and should be paid for by
Caltrain.
Implementation of the Peninsula segment of the High Speed Rail project will
require grade separations that are a mitigation for the project and should be
paid for by the California High Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA).
Advocating for a county sales tax measure that includes money for grade
separations impacts our ability to compel Caltrain and the CHSRA to mitigate
the impacts their projects will create by having them pay for all grade
separations.

January 8, 2016, Meeting of City Officials
Page 5 of the staff report for this agenda item(ID #6587) at Packet Page 152,
says the Mayor, City Manager, and staff "attended a meeting of representatives
from several North County and West Valley cities."
It is the City Council that has the authority to agree to participate in multicity representative bodies, and it is the City Council that has the authority
to direct its representatives regarding what negotiating positions to advocate
at such meetings.
In this case, the meeting came first, and I don't understand the usage of the
word "representatives". Is that word meant to mean that the other city
officials were chosen by their legislative bodies to represent them at the
January 8, 2016, meeting?

Rail Committee Purview
When the Council Rail Committee was first formed it was the High Speed Rail
Committee.
When that committee saw a need to also discuss Caltrain, the committee
recommended and the Council approved changing the name of the committee to the
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Rail Committee to reflect that the committee's purview was both high speed rail
and Caltrain.
The Council later decided to disband the Rail Committee, but more recently
decided to recreate the Rail Committee.
When the Rail Committee was recreated, its purview was not expanded beyond high
speed rail and Caltrain.
The "BART to San Jose", "Congestion Relief/Transit/Mode Shift", "Expressways",
"Streets and Highways", "Local Streets and Roads", and "Bicycle/Pedestrian"
expenditure categories in the recommended advocacy position for the proposed
county sales tax measure make up 78% of the proposed allocations of the
measure.
Why did staff place this item on the Rail Committee agenda?
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

herb <herb_borock@hotmail.com>
Monday, February 08, 2016 3:58 PM
Council, City; Clerk, City
2/8/16 council meeting, item #10, part 2

http://www.caltrain.com/about/MediaRelations/news/Former_SFMTA_and_VTA_CEO_To_Lead_Caltrain_Moderniza
tion_Program.html

Former SFMTA and VTA CEO To Lead Caltrain
Modernization Program
February 4, 2016

At this morning’s Caltrain Board meeting, Executive Director Jim Hartnett announced that Michael Burns, who retired as the Chief Executive Officer for
the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority in 2014, will take the reins of the Caltrain Modernization Program. The Caltrain Modernization Program
is the most transformative project in the rail system’s 150-year history. The program will electrify the system and provide electric vehicles to operate
with the electrified infrastructure.
Burns was appointed Interim-Chief, Caltrain Modernization Officer. He will begin his new role Monday, Feb. 8.
He began working with the Modernization team in 2015 to support planning for Caltrain initiatives in San Francisco and ongoing coordination with High
Speed Rail for early investment program and the blended system.
“The Caltrain Modernization Program is the largest, most important, improvement project in the system’s 150-year history,” said Jim Hartnett,
Caltrain’s Executive Director. “Michael has more than 40 years of experience, the majority of which was spent overseeing rail programs across the
country. Under Michael’s leadership, VTA received the federal funding needed to finally bring BART to San Jose. I’m thrilled that he will be leading our
team towards Modernization.”
Burns replaces outgoing Chief Caltrain Modernization Officer, Marian Lee. Lee joined the San Mateo County Transit District in 2007 as Director of
Planning, she took over the CalMod program in 2010. Lee’s contributions were pivotal in helping to create a community dialogue around the system’s
needs and address community concerns.
Lee will begin her new role as the Assistant City Manager with South San Francisco later this month.

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/BART-line-to-San-Jose-chugging-into-view-in-fits-5902283.php

BART line to San Jose lurching into view, in fits and starts
By Michael Cabanatuan
Updated 7:25 am, Wednesday, November 19, 2014

Long considered a good idea, getting BART to San Jose continues to be a struggle — despite the generosity of
South Bay voters, who have twice raised their sales taxes, and support from the tech industry.
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After already curtailing plans for a Silicon Valley BART extension once, South Bay transportation officials
are retrenching and considering cutting back again, this time by eliminating two stations from a future
extension now seeking funding.
The original plan for BART to San Jose, hammered out between BART and the Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority in 2001, envisioned a line taking off from Fremont, now the end of the line, and
extending all the way to Santa Clara, passing through a subway beneath downtown San Jose en route.
Two key stretches of that line are under construction. BART is extending its tracks to the Warm Springs area
of south Fremont, near the Tesla plant, and expects to start running trains to the new station late in 2015. At
the same time, the VTA is building a 10.2-mile extension that BART will operate south to Berryessa in
northeast San Jose. VTA expects it to open near the end of 2017.
But the dream of taking BART to downtown San Jose — or beyond, first envisioned in the 1960s — clashed
with reality and had to be scaled back to improve the project’s chances of winning federal funding.
First, VTA officials pulled back on their plans to go downtown and on to Santa Clara, citing a low rating for
competitive federal funding and depleted sales tax revenues caused in large part by the tech crash of the
early 2000s. After regrouping, Silicon Valley leaders decided to go only as far as Berryessa and to ask voters
to raise their sales taxes to make sure the extension could cover its operating costs. Voters narrowly
approved the measure in 2007, in the depth of the recession.
Now, with construction well under way on the truncated BART extension into Santa Clara County, VTA is
looking to piece together enough money to build the second phase. And, once again, the feds are hinting that
the project would have a better chance if it were cheaper.
Bernice Alaniz, a VTA spokeswoman, said the agency has made no decision on whether to eliminate any
stations but raised the idea as a possibility because it’s looking at how to cut costs to make the project more
competitive in the federal New Starts program, which provides big money that makes it possible to build big
projects.
“It’s competitive, so you have to put the best project forward — and you have to have a valid funding plan,”
she said.
Ambitious version
The 6.1-mile second phase of the Silicon Valley BART extension calls for construction of stations in Alum
Rock in east San Jose, downtown near San Jose State University, at Diridon Station and the SAP Center
arena and, finally, in Santa Clara. The latest estimates place the cost at $4.7 billion.
The criteria for capturing federal New Starts funding take into account ridership, cost, economic benefits,
and the amount of housing and job development the project would create. Reducing the cost while keeping
ridership as high as possible makes the project more competitive.
More demand for funds
Growing mass-transit ridership around the country has spurred more interest in public transportation
projects — and more competition for federal funding, which is not increasing and not expected to under the
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current Congress. Already, 13 rail transit projects are seeking federal New Starts funds, and more are
expected to enter the competition.
VTA earlier this month raised the possibility of eliminating stations after taking a closer look at the revenues
coming in from its sales tax measures, the costs of building the Berryessa Extension and updated costs for
the proposed extension to Santa Clara. Then the agency looked at ways to reduce its cost — and improve its
cost-per-passenger numbers — to make the project more appealing to federal officials.
Eliminating two stations would cut the price tag by about $1.4 billion, Alaniz said, and since the downtown
San Jose and Diridon stations have the highest ridership projections, the best choice would be to do without
the Santa Clara and Alum Rock stations.
“We were simply laying all our cards on the table,” Alaniz said. “We were not making a recommendation.”
Nevertheless, residents and leaders of those communities were not pleased at the possibility of their stations
disappearing — or at least being delayed for years. So the VTA has decided to work with them and to
continue studying the project for a year before deciding how to cut costs or make the project more
competitive.
Carl Guardino, executive director of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, said he’s confident that a plan can
be worked out that would save the stations. Part of the solution, he said, could be another sales tax measure
that would appear on the ballot in 2016. The organization, a business coalition with many tech-industry
members, backed the two earlier tax measures, which are still bringing in revenue, and has been a strong
advocate of bringing BART to the South Bay.
More optimistic
“We have to be competitive for federal funds,” he said. “But our view is that we can deliver all 6.1 miles with
all the stations attached.”
Randy Rentschler, spokesman for the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, which coordinates
transportation planning and financing in the Bay Area, said the difficulties of designing and running a highridership transit system in a car-oriented city like San Jose make it more critical that the project keep down
its costs.
“They’ve made, and continue to make, the tough choices to put BART to San Jose in the best position
nationally,” he said. “You build what you can afford, and you add the rest later. This is a path that can work.”
Michael Cabanatuan is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. E-mail: mcabanatuan@sfchronicle.com
Twitter: @ctuan
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COUNCIL MEETING
02/08/2016
✔

Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:

Received Before Meeting

8 10

Rice, Danille
Friday, February 05, 2016 2:35 PM
Council, City; Council Agenda Email; ORG - CLK Admin & General; Keene, James; Shikada, Ed;
Mason, Suzanne
Gitelman, Hillary; Gitelman, Hillary
2/8 Council Question: Item #8: Comp Plan Update Citizens Advisory Commission, Item #10:
Silicon Valley County Sales Tax.

Cc:
Subject:

Dear Mayor and Council Members:
On behalf of City Manager Jim Keene, please find below in bold staff response to inquiries
made by Council Member DuBois regarding February 8, 2015 agenda Item #8: Comp Plan
Update Citizens Advisory Commission and Item #10: Silicon Valley County Sales Tax.
Q1. Item #8 Comp Plan
a. Can staff provide a list of what items have been removed?
Staff Response: Very little has been removed from the existing Community
Services Element in the draft attached to the staff report. Most of the CAC’s and
subcommittee’s work has been to reorganize the document for better flow and
consistent structure; provide stronger language for missing concepts and activities;
and add new language to support new programming. Most deletions were related
to completed programs, repetitive ideas, or concepts that have been replaced by
new thinking. Specific examples of deletions include:
a. Creation of development standards to include child care facilities in new
buildings – completed
b. Consideration of joint provision of library services with PAUSD –
completed
c. Implementation of ADA requirements in city facilities – strengthened
b. Why is El Camino Park called out in C‐3.4? Is this needed?
Staff Reponses: El Camino Park is called out in the Comp Plan C‐3.4 because this
particular park is on Stanford land and leased to the City of Palo Alto. Because
the city does not own the land there is the possibility that Stanford may
consider an alternative use of the land in the future.
Q2. Item # 10 VTA sales Tax
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a. Is Mountain View the source of the proposed percentage allocations of the tax?
Staff Response: The City of Mountain View brought to the North County and West
Valley Cities Meeting an initial proposal for funding allocations. As a result of
discussion, the North County and West Valley cities reached consensus on the
breakdown staff is recommending to the City Council.
Thank you,
Danille

Danille Rice | Office of the City Manager
250 Hamilton Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301
D: 650.329.2229 | E: Danille.Rice@cityofpaloalto.org
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Jonathan Brown <jbrownie2218@yahoo.com>
Monday, February 08, 2016 9:35 PM
Holman, Karen; Scharff, Gregory (internal); DuBois, Tom; pat.burt@cityofpaloalto.org;
greg.schmidt@cityofpaloalto.org; Berman, Marc; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Kniss, Liz (internal);
Wolbach, Cory
Council, City; ParkRec Commission
Adding Park Land to Palo Alto

Dear City Council,
I applaud your efforts to add to our treasured city park land. See
http://www.paloaltoonline.com/print/story/2016/01/29/palo-alto-looks-for-new-parks-to-meet-growing-demand (“...the
City Council is considering adding parks and modifying existing ones to meet changing demands. Strategies include
buying up corner lots and turning them into small neighborhood parks; carving parks out of existing city-owned
land…”). In this vein, consider 3350 Birch St., across the street from Boulware Park. As I understand it, the lot is
currently used by AT&T as a some sort of telecom switching center. As reflected in today’s Wall StreetJournal article,
below, AT&T, like other telecoms, is looking to shed surplus real estate that was originally used to handle landline
switching equipment, the use of which is rapidly declining in today’s cellular- and wireless-dominated world. It would
be a vast improvement for the Ventura neighborhood to replace this noisy, outdated eyesore on an underutilized lot
with a doubling of the size of Boulware Park. Such an addition in the traditionally under-served Ventura neighborhood
would be particularly welcome and important given the current and future construction of many new residences and
commercial buildings in along Park Boulevard and the Fry’s Electronics site. Please investigate whether there might be
an opportunity for the city to acquire this land for the benefit and betterment of our community. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Brown
Fernando Ave.

A version of this Wall Street Journal article is available at http://www.my-property-report.com/articles/phonecompanies-shed-surplus-real-estate

Phone Companies Shed Surplus Real Estate
Landline switching centers and warehouses go on the block as wireless prevails
By
DREW FITZGERALD and
RYAN KNUTSON
Feb. 8, 2016 2:06 p.m. ET

Old-school telephone companies are wrestling with a dilemma their younger rivals would love to have: what to do with
all that real estate.
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Buildings accumulated over decades, from windowless and fortresslike switching centers built to handle landline gear
to modern warehouses filled with web servers, are up for sale after their telecom owners decided to focus on wireless
services.
Some spaces “were purpose-built to be telephone buildings,” said John Vazquez, head of global real estate at Verizon
Communications Inc. “They were never intended to be anything else.” In addition to unloading older facilities, Verizon
is considering placing its newer data center businesses on the block.
Mr. Vazquez’s department is taking different approaches to the 114 million square feet of office and equipment space it
oversees. Older telephone buildings, which often occupy prime real estate in the Northeast, often go to condominium
developers. Newer data center buildings designed for computers, not telephones, are being shopped to prospective
telecom and private equity investors.
Phone company Windstream Holdings Inc. jolted the market last year by selling 14 properties, including a computerhosting business it bought in 2010, to data-center specialist TierPoint LLC. Several industry executives said the data
centers’ $575 million sale price coaxed other carriers to try to sell as well.
“We do appear to have started a trend,” Windstream Chief Executive Tony Thomas said.
AT&T Inc. has been shopping a collection of more than 50 network hubs for more than a year, according to people
familiar with the matter. Overseas, India-based Tata Communications Ltd. has plans to sell a network of data centers
centered in Asia.
Data centers provide the brawn behind today’s brainy smartphones by housing the machines that make apps and
websites run smoothly. The market for co-location, where companies lease space close to network hubs, is expected to
reach $36 billion next year, according to 451 Research. That figure doesn’t account for the billions Web companies
like Alphabet Inc., Amazon.com Inc. and Microsoft Corp. are investing in their own data warehouses.
It is usually cheaper for tech companies like Amazon to lease space in sprawling suburban warehouses built from
scratch than to gut an existing building. But telecom companies are betting those companies will spend some of their
cash to keep equipment in dense urban areas close to their users.
AT&T tried to sell a portfolio of facilities more than a year ago for about $2 billion but withdrew after there were no
takers, according to a person familiar with the matter. The telecom company tried again last summer, according to
another person close to the matter.
People who have reviewed AT&T’s book of properties say many of the aging structures built to hold older gear
wouldn’t support the kind of power-hungry machines that run Google and Microsoft services. AT&T declined to
comment.
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Telephone provider CenturyLink Inc. in November said it would sell some or all of the 59 data centers tied to its “colocation” business, which rents out space for computer servers in rooms close to its fiber-optic networks. The company
only owns one building and leases the rest of its space.
Chief Executive Glen Post said in a conference call with analysts that the valuations of those types of assets were high,
making it the right time to sell. The telephone and Internet provider wasn’t prepared to invest heavily in the business,
he added. A CenturyLink spokesman declined to discuss how full its data centers are.
Not all telecom companies are selling. Japan’s Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corp., which runs nearly 150 data
centers around the world, spent more than $1 billion over the past two years buying data centers. Doug Adams, chief
revenue officer of NTT’s RagingWire data center subsidiary, said its management has no intention to abandon that
strategy.
“It’s not for the faint of heart,” Mr. Adams said. “If you’re not willing to jump in with both feet, you’re going to fail.
It’s an extremely capital-intensive business.” Data center operators are on the hook for power and cooling equipment
expected to run around the clock. They must upgrade network gear to keep up with their tenants’ improvements.
Industry executives say some of the most valuable data centers on the market belong to Verizon’s Terremark
Worldwide Inc., which it bought in 2011 for $1.4 billion. Two Verizon data centers, in Miami and Culpeper, Va., offer
the kind of space and power that high-tech companies want and sit close to major network access points.
Verizon is finding yet another use for its former headquarters building in downtown New York City, an art deco
landmark. With most of the building’s old copper phone switches out of the way, the carrier is renting out one floor to
Grind LLC, an office-sharing company that caters to startups. A developer is turning some of the top floors into luxury
condos.
The downtown location, across from the rebuilt World Trade Center, is a prime area for office workers. Grind wouldn’t
have been able to afford the space without Verizon’s help, said Benjamin Dyett, Grind’s founder. “They are trying to
find a purpose for these places that have been fallow,” Mr. Dyett said.
Some buildings aren’t suitable for much else besides telephone gear. Mr. Dyett said he passed on a building in
Brooklyn because its fortress like-construction meant it had no windows.
It is not good for residential conversion, either, Mr. Vazquez said. “If you see the architecture, I don’t think people
want to live in that building,” he said. The building does have a parking lot, though, which Mr. Vazquez said will likely
be used to build new apartments.
Write to Drew FitzGerald at andrew.fitzgerald@wsj.com and Ryan Knutson at ryan.knutson@wsj.com
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Geri <geri@thegrid.net>
Wednesday, February 03, 2016 2:59 PM
Council, City; A-MIKE BECHLER
Sue Eddins; josh.mello@cityofpaloalto.org
Attending a city meeting right now
FullSizeRender.jpg; ATT00001.txt

Little Geri sketch of our Compressive Plan. It does not include safety for any of our EVERYDAY safety and WALKABILITY citizens
for 25mph within our city.
or, address the outrageous speeding, which I hear a lot about.
A lot of discussion about the airport, drones and Uber.
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jeff Hoel <jeff_hoel@yahoo.com>
Saturday, February 06, 2016 4:17 PM
UAC
Hoel, Jeff; Council, City; Reichental, Jonathan
COMMENTS -- TRANSCRIPT -- 01-13-16 UAC meeting -- undergrounding

Commissioners,
Here's a transcript of Item VIII.2 from your 01-13-16 UAC meeting, the item about undergrounding. With my comments
(paragraphs in bold, which start with "#").
Thanks.

Jeff
------------------Jeff Hoel
731 Colorado Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303
------------------PS: Here's the agenda of the 01-13-16 UAC meeting,
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/50536
and the staff report on Item VIII.2, the undergrounding item.
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/50531
####################################################################
Video of 01-13-16 UAC meeting:
http://midpenmedia.org/utilities-advisory-commission-special-meeting/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPey3ZZ7_iA&start=4670&width=420&height=315
TRANSCRIPT:
1:17:50:
Chair Foster: OK. Next up is the report on the current status of the electric overhead-to-undergrounding conversion
program. And -- let's see -- we do have a memo on that. Ed, do we have a ...
1:18:07:
Interim Director Shikada: We do not have a presentation ...
1:08:08:
Chair Foster: So we're -- So we're just teed up for discussion.
1:18:10:
Interim Director Shikada: Yes. That's correct.
1:18:13:
Chair Foster: Should we just jump right in? Or, any comments on your side?
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1:18:15:
Interim Director Shikada: ** -- Other than, the last comment did cause the City Attorney and I to pause, and contemplate what
that might involve. So, perhaps, proceed with your discussion, and we'll chime in.
1:18:30:
Chair Foster: Um. Let's do introductions first.
1:18:34:
Tom Ting: Good evening, Chair Foster, Members of the Commission. My name's Tom Ting. I'm the Electric Engineering
Manager.
1:18:40:
Dean Batchelor: Good evening, Chair Foster, Members. I'm Dean Batchelor. I'm an Assistant Director for Utilities.
1:18:45:
Chair Foster: Good to see you both.
1:18:46:
Dean Batchelor: Thank you. Nice of you too. So, what we wanted to do is kind of just give a brief overview kind of some of the
report. We have a little bit more detail that we wanted to give. And then we thought maybe we'd open it up to some questions,
then, at that point.
1:18:56:
Chair Foster: Sounds good. Let's do it.
1:18:58:
Tom Ting: So, just an over- -- roughly what the program involves. It involves undergrounding all of the electric -- or, not just the
electric utilities but all the utilities on wood poles. This is a program. It's funded by the utilities. And by the property owners, when
they have to underground their own services. City of Palo Alto follows the undergrounding based on their Rule and Regulation 17.
# Is the content of Rule and Regulation 17 entirely up to the City?
AT&T has a different CPUC tariff, Rule 32, that they follow whenever they -- you know, for underground districts.
# At UAC's 01-06-10 meeting, Patrick Valath said (at 7:29 on the video) that AT&T had only "recently" started to refuse to
participate in residential undergrounding districts because they weren't of general benefit.
http://midpenmedia.org/watch/pacc_webcast/January/PAUAC_010610.html
Can staff be more precise about the date? Did Rule 32 change, or was it for some other reason?
# Tomm Marshall explained that AT&T funded undergrounding as 2 percent of revenues, service-territory-wide. Is that
still the case? Do we know how big AT&T's service territory is, for purposes of this undergrounding funding? Do we
know where undergrounding is still being funded?
# How many residences in Palo Alto were undergrounded with AT&T's financial help but couldn't be funded that way
today?
To date -- this -- Actually, this program started back in 1965. To date, we've -- the City's established 47 districts with AT&T. 43
have been completed, over the -- since 1965. And (let's see) the last report that we provided to the UAC, Finance Committee,
and Council was back in 2013. At that time -- As I mentioned, AT&T follows a tariff which defines which areas they will participate
in the costs of the underground districts. A majority of the areas we have left are residential. Which means, those areas do not
fall under their tariff as participating. So, back in 2013, we presented information to UAC and the Finance Committee saying -trying to figure out how we were going to pay for these additional areas where AT&T would not participate in some of the costs. A
recommendation was made, to present to Council, to look at developing a Citizens Advisory Committee to look at how are we
going to pay for those extra costs. We presented that recommendation to Council, and it failed 4-5.
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So, at that time, we decided, OK, were going to -- the staff decided we were going to go forward with the districts that we had in
place, and continue to speak with AT&T about other areas that they may want to participate. So, currently, we are working on
underground districts 46 and 47. 46 is at the intersection of Arastradero and El Camino. 47 is in the area of Channing House,
around Channing Avenue, Addison Avenue, Cowper, and Middlefield Road. 47 -- we've just completed installation of all of the
substructures, which are the conduits and boxes. Later this -- well, actually, in the coming months, we're going to start installation
of the electric facilities. Once we're done with the electric facilities, then AT&T will come next and install their communications,
along with Comcast. Once AT&T and Comcast are completed, then AT&T will then remove all the poles. 46 is currently in
design. We're -- Engineering has estab- -- We've established the ordinance, establishing the district, and now we're - Engineering is currently working on a design. Once we have the layout, we'll work with AT&T and Comcast on that also.
Um. Let's see ...
1:22:21:
Commissioner Schwartz: So, can I -- So, to get to what Commissioner Cook was just saying before -- So, does that mean that if
the fiber wants -- needs the pole, we're going to keep the pole for the fiber?
1:22:33:
Tom Ting: No. No. All utilities go underground.
1:22:35:
Commissioner Schwartz: So everything would go under.
1:22:36:
Tom Ting: So, if -- when we get to the point with Google, Google will be leasing space from -- or, the intent is, the possibility is
that Google will be leasing space from the City of Palo Alto. So, when we've established an underground district, that means all
utilities have to go underground. AT&T will go underground. Comcast, as a lessee of AT&T, though they don't have a tariff that
requires them, being a lessee of AT&T, they have no rights to be on the pole. The pole will be removed, and they have to pay and
participate in the cost of the trench.
# If AT&T and Comcast decide not to participate, and the City wants to underground anyway, does that mean that the
City has to pay for deploying the boxes and conduits AT&T and Comcast will need, but not for the wiring, equipment, or
labor?
1:23:13:
Commissioner Schwartz: So -- So, like, in my neighborhood, where the telephone lines are still on the poles ...
1:23:17:
Tom Ting: Yes.
1:23:17:
Commissioner Schwartz: ... but the electricity is underground. So, how does that work?
1:23:24:
Tom Ting: That's a -- I'm not sure what ...
1:23:27:
Commissioner Schwartz: I live on Bryant Street.
1:23:29:
Tom Ting: OK. So, there may be areas, as your -- I don't think the whole street is underground. On Bryant, ...
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1:23:35:
Commissioner Schwartz: I don't know. We had to pay to put it underground, for ...
# The house at 2330 Bryant Street has no overhead wires going to it, and there are access panels for phone and electric
in the sidewalk in front of the house. It was built in 2001.
https://www.redfin.com/CA/Palo-Alto/2330-Bryant-St-94301/home/1465719
# The house at 2320 Bryant Street has a wire coming from the communications space on the utility pole, but no wire
coming from the electric space. It was built in 1988.
http://www.trulia.com/homes/California/Palo_Alto/sold/1024695-2320-Bryant-St-Palo-Alto-CA-94301
# The houses on both sides of those two houses -- at 2302 Bryant Street and 2340 Bryant Street -- each have a wire
coming from the communications space on the pole and a wire coming from the electric space on the pole. So do
several other nearby homes in the neighborhood.
# At one time, the City required newly-constructed homes (and probably sufficiently-remodeled homes) to underground
their electric and communications service drops, even if the wires going down the street were on poles, perhaps to
minimize the future cost of undergrounding all utilities on the street. The undergrounded service drops at 2330 Bryant
Street and 2320 Bryant Street were probably undergrounded because of this requirement. More recently, the City
realized that these undergrounded service drops weren't always put in the best place to be compatible with future street
undergrounding, so the requirement was rescinded. (See the video of UAC's 09-07-11 meeting, at 37:30 to 40:00.
http://midpenmedia.org/watch/pacc_webcast/September/PAUAC_090711.html
Thanks to citizen Gary Lindgren for raising the issue, to Commissioner Waldfogel for pressing it, and to Tomm Marshall
for providing the information.)
# My house, at 731 Colorado Avenue, was built in 1997. It's in an aerial district, and it has undergrounded service drops.
1:23:37:
Tom Ting: OK. OK. So, it may not have been established as an underground district. It may have been that residents in that
area wanted it underground, so they paid for that. Therefore, the City is paying a lesser portion of that undergrounding
project. Whereas, in an underground district, the City is taking on, you know, primarily full cost of the undergrounding, except of
the undergrounding of the actual service on the property -- on the private property. So, if -- going back to that question about
Google -- if Google is leasing space from the City of Palo Alto, then they will be resp- -- they will be -- have to pay for a portion of
their undergrounding of their facilities. But we would have a -- With undergrounding, we do what's called a joint trench. Which
means, we trench once. We install all the conduits. And therefore we share the cost of that trench proportionally, based on what
we have in the substructures we have in there. So Google would be paying for a portion of that trench.
1:24:44:
xx: **
1:24:48:
Tom Ting: So, the last thing I had is, right now, we're continuing at our current pace. We've had some brief discussions with
AT&T about possible new underground districts that they -- that would fall under their tariffs. There are some areas I -- Basically,
we took the initiative to identify some areas that we thought met their rules. We highlighted them on our maps and said, OK, will
you meet with us and talk about these? So, there are certain areas that we think, you know, they will possibly agree to, which will
continue the program, up until all we have is, basically, only residential areas. And at that point, we'll have to have a discussion.
1:25:27:
Chair Foster: Mike.
1:25:27:
Dean Batchelor: You know, if I could add just ...
1:25:29:
Chair Foster: Shoot.
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1:25:29:
Dean Batchelor: ... one last thing. Excuse me. So, there's about 14,000 homes that still need to be undergrounded.
# As of 09-07-11, 2,400 homes had been undergrounded, and 14,050 had not.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/30141
OK, now 14,000 homes have not been undergrounded. Is this a difference in fact or a difference in approximation? How
many have now been undergrounded?
And so, the way the cost breakdown portions of it -- it is -- is that it's about $20,000, for an electric facilities, for AT&T, and for
Comcast. Comcast and AT&T, right now, pay around $2,000.
# Comcast and AT&T EACH pay around $2,000 (per the 09-07-11 staff report, page 2.)
With -- for -- that is just for the infrastructure. So, that doesn't include their labor, their materials, anything that they need to do to
get to the home. Where it costs the City -- it costs the City, right now -- it costs about $11,000. And that $11,000 is the trench
cost, as well as materials, our own labor. And then, that also includes approximately about a $5,000 conversion cost, to go from
your overhead panel, to put your underground panel in. That has to be done. So, right now, it's around about a $20,000 cost, per
home. So, if you take that, approximately, we're talking about $280 million.
# But the City would have to pay only $154 million, assuming AT&T, Comcast, and homeowners paid the rest.
If we wanted to take and do anything with the rest of the City. Um. Again, and that doesn't include if Google or if anybody else
comes on. But it's about $2,000 if Google would come on. And they would have to pay for their trench cost. And then, of course
-- then, their cabling, fiber, electronics, what- -- everything else they needed to do.
# Hypothetically, if Google were added to the mix, would the total cost per home be $22,000?
# When the City did Underground District 41 (bounded by Cowper, Middlefield, Oregon Expressway, and a little
southeast of Colorado), it included conduit for FTTP. Homeowners had the option of providing a drop conduit for FTTP
as well (at an extra cost determined by the contractor who did the work for them). How much more than average were
the City's costs (per house)? Did staff document any lessons learned?
1:26:56:
Commissioner Hall: Can I just clarify one thing? It sounds to me, from the materials -- and maybe something from what you said - is that the $20,000 would be the combination of utility provider costs -- in order to trench down the street, for example. But each
homeowner, in those 14,000 that remain, would they have -- be required, or have an option, in order to -- who would pay their
costs, on their own premises, to link in to the primary facilities that the City and AT&T would be laying down in the streets?
1:27:35:
xx: So, ...
1:27:36:
xx: Oh, go ahead.
1:27:36:
xx: No.
1:27:36:
xx: No, go ahead.
1:27:37:
Tom Ting: That would be their responsibility. Once an underground district is established by ordinance, all utilities have to go
underground, including the service drops.
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1:27:46:
Commissioner Hall: And so, the process that was taken with the 45 or 46 so far, I'm assuming that there was some kind of a -- a
vote taken, ...
1:27:55:
Tom Ting. Yes.
1:27:55:
Commissioner Hall: ... for each -- each boundary -- and make sure. And is it, say, 51 percent that's required in order to -- or a
higher percentage -- in order to have a go, as to whether the systems are now undergrounded?
1:28:09:
Tom Ting: Yes.
1:28:09:
Commissioner Hall: What is the threshold?
1:28:11:
Tom Ting: There is no established threshold.
1:28:13:
Commissioner Hall: Ah.
1:28:13:
Tom Ting: In most cases, I should say, it's usually 50 percent or greater.
1:28:17:
Commissioner Hall: Uh huh.
1:28:17:
Tom Ting: We take the infor- The administ- One of the administrative tasks of establishing the district is going out, having public
hearings, sending out information, doing surveys of all the customers. And then taking that information back and presenting it to
Council for them to decide whether we should go for it in establishing the district. So, there's no -- there's nothing that says it has
to be greater than 50 percent approval to do that.
1:28:46:
Commissioner Hall: And so, just one quick follow-up, and then **. So, what is -- what is the gating function that stops you
proceeding at a fairly expeditious pace and doing the whole City? I'm assuming one is, whether each district really wants to do
it. That's number one. It sounds like we just talked about that. Number two, you've identified as, AT&T sometimes says yea,
sometimes says nay. So that's two. I'm assuming that there are other things that would -- I can imagine, but you can tell me -what the other functions are that would stop you from moving expeditiously to do the whole City.
1:29:21:
Tom Ting: One is the cost. One is that the staffing that's required. One underground district could take approximately three
years to complete, from when we start the administrative process, to when we go through the design, to actually go through the
construction. So, it's a significant amount of work. And a significant amount of cost to do this.
# On 11-15-11, Tomm Marshall told the Finance Committee that trying to finish in five years would also be very disruptive
to the community.
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1:29:41:
Commissioner Eglash: But isn't it also correct that the vast majority of the parts that have been undergrounded in Palo Alto to
date have been areas where we've gotten significant cost reimbursement from AT&T? And that, going forward, we think we're
unlikely to benefit from AT&T cost reimbursement for the majority of the not-yet-undergrounded regions?
1:30:03:
Tom Ting: Correct.
1:30:04:
Commissioner Eglash: Yeah. So the cost becomes DRAMATICALLY higher in the absence of AT&T cost reimbursement.
1:30:13:
Vice Chair Cook: Ten percent higher.
# If undergrounding currently costs the City $11,000 per home but would cost $15,000 if AT&T and Comcast didn't pay
their shares (and the City paid those shares), then that's about 36 percent more.
1:30:14:
Tom Ting: So, based on the numbers that ...
1:30:16:
Chair Foster: Wait. Ten percent?
1:30:16:
Tom Ting: ... Dean was mentioning, we were thinking it was going to cost approximately $28 million more to complete the project.
# Isn't it an additional $56 million, counting both AT&T's and Comcast's shares?
# Has staff considered any possible savings that might result from not having to get permission from AT&T and
Comcast? For example, what if undergrounding electric and communications could be scheduled to take place when
the street had to be dug up anyway to fix water or gas lines? Or before a street was being repaved?
1:30:22:
Commissioner Schwartz: But -- so, if people got fiber on the poles, in those neighborhoods where they didn't underground it, ...
1:30:29:
Commissioner Eglash: [concurrent sidebar comment] That's not consistent with what I remembered from the prior briefings **.
1:30:29:
Commissioner Schwartz: ... so they might get another service that they like more. Could that be a trade-off? That people would
say, well, we can get a fiber-to-the-premises in our neighborhood faster if we have poles? So, that might actually be a POSITIVE
thing for some neighborhoods who want the fiber more than undergrounding. I mean, I'm sort of making a joke, but it actually
could be a carrot. I don'r -- you know. So. And an untended carrot could be OK.
# Council doesn't appoint the commissioners to be comedians. It's OK to use humor to make a valid point, but why is
this point valid?
# First, which FTTP is Commissioner Schwartz talking about? If it's Google Fiber (GF), staff has said Google has said
that it would deploy citywide (except for maybe a few low-density areas) within 2-3 years of starting the project. Is she
saying that if, during those 2-3 years, the City proposed to do an underground district, some folks, knowing that GF
would do the undergrounded homes last, would vote not to do the underground district? Incidentally, a homeowner
might not know which aerial districts GF would do first. If a homeowner were in the last aerial district GF did, he/she
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would get GF perhaps only a few months ahead of the last undergrounded district. Anyhow, why should UAC be taking
an interest in which neighborhoods GF does first?
# If Schwartz is talking about municipal FTTP, then it's up to the City to decide which neighborhoods to deploy to
first. The City might choose to do aerial districts first, but it might choose to do districts with the most sign-ups first.
1:39:59:
Tom Ting: 'Cause Google is looking at doing the overhead areas first, 'cause it is much more economical to do the overhead
areas.
# I don't understand why Google was willing to share its deployment strategy this way. Anyhow, it would cost a lot less
to deploy FTTP to a neighborhood as it was being undergrounded than to a neighborhood that had already been
undergrounded (assuming no conduit for fiber had previously been installed). Conceivably, in some cases, it could be
even less expensive than aerial (which might involve pole replacement, make-ready, etc.)
1:31:08:
Chair Foster: You just said something.
1:31:09:
Commissioner Ballantine: When you reflect on recent years, is there a significant difference, in terms of operating those, you
know, those utility assets, once they're undergrounded? You know, it's a lot more reliable, we don't have to roll trucks out when
they're underground? Or, you know, the incidence rate of -- something happens, and a line falls, and so I have to move people
away from -- something that has a cost? Or tree trimming, and all those things? Is that something that you measure and track?
# Good question. Is this something that you think UAC should be able to watch? If so, ask for it.
# The 4Q15 Utilities Quarterly Update (pages 47-50)
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/49291
reports some electric reliability data. But, as far as I can tell, it's not reported separately for aerial and
undergrounded. Also, for undergrounded, I don't know how much is due to bad practices we can avoid in the future,
such as directly burying wires rather than putting them in conduit.
1:31:46:
Tom Ting: Yeah. Well, every time have outages, we measure what type of outage and what failed.
1:31:50:
Commissioner Ballantine: Yeah.
1:31:50:
Tom Ting: Underground areas, when they're brand new, are typically more reliable.
1:31:55:
Commissioner Ballantine: What about when they're not brand new?
1;31:56:
Tom Ting: When they're not brand new, that's when things start to fail.
1:32:00:
Commissioner Ballantine: OK.
1:32:00:
Tom Ting: And then, it's much longer to troubleshoot.
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1:32:02:
Commissioner Ballantine: Yeah.
1:32:02:
Tom Ting: So, [if] things are underground, you can't see where the problem is. You end up going and opening boxes and trying
to find problems.
1:32:11:
Commissioner Ballantine: Yeah. Yeah.
1:32:12:
Tom Ting: So when we actually have an outage, the outage is usually of a longer duration on the underground, ...
# Later, Ting mentions that smart grid features could in principle cut down on this time to diagnose the problem.
1:32:18:
Commissioner Ballantine: Yeah.
1:32:18:
Tom Ting: ... but you may have fewer of those.
# The 09-07-11 staff report says (page 3) that if the entire City had been undergrounded during FY 2011, it would have
experienced 1,164,184 fewer customer-minutes of electric outage, but it would have cost the City $1.8 million more to
operate and maintain. (The actual number of customer-minutes of outage was 1,892,185, but if the entire City had been
undergrounded, the number of customer-minutes of outage could have been 728,000. In other words, customer-minutes
of outage could have been reduced by 61.5 percent.) Let's say there were 29,339 customers.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/48406
Then the number of minutes of outage per customer in FY 2011 could have been reduced from 64.49 to 24.81. At a cost
to the City of $61.35 per customer (just for additional operating and maintaining expenses, and not counting any initial
deployment costs).
# My house experienced an electrical outage of about 25 minutes last month. I wasn't there, but my microwave oven
made me aware of it. I haven't been logging each electrical outage, over the years, but I think there have been more than
a dozen since 1998. When we get smart meters, will I be able to look this information up?
So, one of the things that I failed to mention is, we're not only working on underground districts, but we're also working -- staff is
working on rebuilding old underground districts. So, cable that was installed back in the '70s and '80s, we've already
replaced. So, approximately 30 years later, you know, we'll go out and start rebuilding an underground district that was
established in the 1980s.
1:32:44:
Commissioner Eglash: My recollection is that your staff told us, at the last briefing on undergrounding, that, over the life of the
deployment, undergrounding was actually less reliable and more expensive to maintain. And, as I recall, the reason was moisture
and water.
1:32:59:
Tom Ting, Well, it is more expensive to maintain. The equipment does not last as long. Transformers that sit in vaults, they're
submerged in water, they'll usually have contaminants in that water. And it does damage to the cables and the equipment. And it
doesn't last as long. And a submersible transformer can last maybe 30 years. Or, actually, 15 years. Downtown -- downtown,
you predict maybe 15 years.
# A detailed staff report might explain more about how long things are expected to last. I think previous reports talked
about, say, the difference between 50-60 years and 40-50 years, and didn't ever mention 15 years.
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# Is Ting saying that nobody anywhere knows of any "best practices" for keeping transformers in underground vaults
dry? Or longer-lasting even if they aren't dry?
1:33:25:
Commissioner Eglash: Um hum.
1:33:25:
Tom Ting: A pad-mount transformers -- you know, the above-ground boxes -- you know, we're fine with those 30, 30-plus years,
not having any real issues ...
1:33:32:
Commissioner Eglash: OK.
1:33:32:
Tom Ting: It's just -- being inside a vault, being inside a -- sitting in stagnant water, materials that can get flushed into our vaults
can do some damage to the equipment.
1:33:43:
Commissioner Schwartz: You know, -- 'cause we're not a part of the country that has big snowstorms, and ice storms, and
whatever. So we don't get the reliability benefits that they get in the Northeast, or something like that. I mean -- and so, you
know, we're -- I think this is one of the things we talked about my first meeting -- was that it's aesthetics. We're doing it for
aesthetics, not for reliability.
# But see Commissioner Ballantine's comment about the Columbus Day Storm of 1962 at 1:45:45.
1;34:08:
Commissioner Ballantine: The Navy went through a period when they started putting panels over the inside of submarines, to
make it look nicer. And then they figured out that -- And then when there was an electrical fire, you had a heck of a time figuring
out where.
1:34:20:
Tom Ting: Um hum.
1:34:20:
Commissioner Ballantine. And so, you know, the submarine I was on, there was none of that. You just looked at all the cable.
1:34:25:
Tom Ting: Um hum.
1:34:25:
Commissioner Ballantine: But when a cable's got a problem, you know right where it is.
1:34:28:
Tom Ting: Yeah.
1:34:28:
Commissioner Ballantine: So that's why I was wondering. And then the other question I had is, do you, when you underground
or, maybe, replace underground -- is that a time when you go in and make convenient upgrades in capacity so that, -- OK, here
come all the electric vehicles, and now you have a chance to be ready for a lot more of those?
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1:34:47:
Tom Ting: We'll look at anything. We'll look at reliability improvements. We'll look at redesigning it. Some of the areas, the way it
was designed, we had transformers that were just tapped off the main line. Now, we're changing our designs to where we have
more protection, so that if there's a problem on the circuits, it's isolated and it doesn't impact the whole circuit. So, we do go
through our current -- old designs -- bring it up to our current standards. And, you know, whatever else -- other improvements we
need to do.
1:35:19:
Commissioner Ballantine: Thanks.
1;35:20:
Commissioner Hall: I have more of a process question. So, Commissioner Cook and I boldly decided that we'd team up and
identify various topics. And one of the topics that we selected was to review the undergrounding progress and strategy. And so, I
would appreciate it if, at some point, you could spend an hour or two with me, and I could come -- probably the most efficient thing
for me to do -- rather than have you send me all of the stuff on the Internet, which would be fine -- is to come and meet with you
for an hour. I know you're very busy, and -- But an hour would be tops. And I could drill down and say, what information do you
have? No new documents, but what do you have that would help me get a better handle on where you are and where you're
going?
1:36:05:
Tom Ting: Um hum.
1:36:05:
Commissioner Hall: And what the vision and the strategy is.
1:36:07:
Tom Ting: We can do that.
1:36:08:
Vice Chair Cook: It might be helpful.
1:36:09:
Commissioner Hall: Thank you.
1:36:09:
Tom Ting: Sure.
1:36:10:
Dean Batchelor: If I could just go back to Commissioner Eglash's question a little bit more, too, about, you know, when Tom was
mentioning that we underground our transformers in vaults. If you think about it, is that, a lot of the homes that were in the
overhead areas, they were never built for underground. Where, a new business park, or a new business, there's always room for
sub- -- transformers that could be on a pad. So, nobody wants to see that green, big box in front of their home. So that's another
issue that we have to deal with when we move back into the residential areas. You know, you can stick it on the side, but then it's
in front of someone else's window. And so, part of this whole timeframe -- this, which sounds like it takes two or three years to get
all this district portion taken care of, those are the battles, and those are the things that we talk about. And so, what ends up
happening sometimes is, then we have to go ahead and we have to put the transformers [cough] underground. And that's what
causes -- as Tom says, it cuts the life down quite rapidly, on that.
1:37:08:
Commissioner Hall: Thank you.
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1:37:14:
Vice Chair Cook: So, I'll make a couple comments, and ask some questions. So, we -- we were given a memo for this discussion
item. And on the first paragraph of page 2, in Discussion, talks about how the overall cost -- without this underground tariff, which
we've enjoyed with AT&T, the overall cost goes up by 10 percent. Is that correct? 'Cause I trust Commissioner Eglash's memory
better than I trust my own. And I don't -- I -- he -- his memory was that it would cost a great deal more, to not have that AT&T
portion. I mean, am I reading this wrong, or is it just the 10 percent more?
1:37:59:
Tom Ting: The numbers, I think, we presented were -- the $2,000 -- Of the $20,000 we estimate per home, we estimate the cost
for AT&T's substructure installation -- which is the boxes and conduits -- to be approximately $2,000. Their contribution to that
cost. So that would be ten percent of the total.
# What do you estimate as the cost to Comcast? The 09-07-11 staff report estimated $2,000.
1:38:22:
Commissioner Schwartz: So it's 30 percent when you add the 20 percent.
# It's possible to be confused by talking about percentages. AT&T's share ($2,000) plus Comcast's share ($2,000) is 20
percent of $20,000. But if the City used to pay $11,000, and by picking up AT&T's and Comcast's shares it would be
paying $15,000, that's a 36 percent increase.
1:38:30:
Vice Chair Cook: No. That's not right. They're not additive. It's a -- that's a subset.
1:38:35:
Commissioner Schwarz: Oh, they're two different things?
1:38:36:
Vice Chair Cook: They're two different things. One is the subset of that. So, I thought it was interesting, just hearing -- reading
this and hearing the discussion, in that we've been under this program for 50 years. And I've never heard one person complain
that it looks ugly, that it's been unsuccessful, in the areas where we've actually undergrounded -- where we have underground
districts. I've never heard anyone -- any member of the public say, it's too bad that we did that; that was a bad idea; we should -you know, we should stop this immediately. And for 50 years, we've spent two percent of revenue to do this program.
# What happens if, in any given year, The City doesn't spend two percent of electric revenues on undergrounding? Do
the unspent funds accumulate in an undergrounding fund to be spent in later years? Now that the City's
undergrounding appetite seems to be paced by the willingness of the telecom incumbents to participate, it's important to
know this.
As I mentioned in a previous item tonight, we've -- we haven't done it in a way that benefits every neighborhood -- or in the same
way. And so -- And it also -- And also, actually, regardless of the cost -- regardless of -- we're glad to spend money on doing
things a different way when they improve our lives. So, the fact -- I'm sure there wasn't a lot of complaint when we went from
untreated, non-Hetch-Hetchy water to Hetch Hetchy water, and we had to pay for that. And we were obviously getting an
improvement in people's quality of lives. When we pave the roads, you know, in the early City's history, I don't -- there may have
been people who said this is a big cost. But generally, you know, we were happy with the results of paving the roads. So, I think
that, you know, we've shown it- -- we've been able to show, time and again, that we will pay for things that we value. And I don't
see any reason why, after 50 years of a successful program, that we would want to stop this, that we would want to discontinue
spending 2 percent of revenues. As you can probably guess by my comments, I'd be happy to see us spend a higher percent of
our revenues, so -- and do more of this, and maybe do it over a quicker period of time. I don't know how much support I'd
get. And we can test that theory. But I do see NO reason to discontinue this good work. And so, it's not up to me. But that's my
input, having, you know, looked at this for a few years, read the reports. And I don't see any compelling evidence to discontinue
this successful program.
1:41:03:
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Commissioner Eglash: Can -- May I comment on ...
1:41:05:
Chair Foster: Yup.
1:41:05:
Commissioner Eglash: ... on Commissioner Cook's comment? I think Commissioner Cook's making a very good point. The
undergrounding has been done unevenly across the City. And some neighborhoods have benefited from it, and others
haven't. And my foggy -- not reliable -- memory of the discussions in 2010 and 2011 are that the difference in proceeding with
and without AT&T's financial contribution was substantial. And so I'm scratching my head a little bit over the point that you
clarified a minute ago -- that AT&T's contribution is only 10 percent of the total. Because that's a pretty small impact on the City's
portion and the resident's portion. So, if, in fact, that's all that's changed -- that we've already undergrounded most of the
neighborhoods where we've got AT&T -- the benefit of AT&T's 10 percent contribution, and most of the neighborhoods that remain
don't, then I really would like us to look at establishing a policy that has us continuing, at whatever pace we decide, citywide, is
prudent to continue. And -- You know, a hundred years to finish the City, you know, isn't a meaningful pace.
# It's "meaningful" in the sense that everybody knows what 100 years is. Commissioner Eglash may feel that nobody
(and his/her successors) should have to wait that long.
But, you know, we can quibble over whether the goal is to finish it in 10 years, or 20 years, or 30 years. It's expensive, so we're
not going to finish it in just a handful of years. It's going to take a long time. But we can still continue it, and make progress
towards the situation that Commissioner Cook so nicely described.
But before going down that path, I would love to have staff more thoughtfully comment on the costs. And, of course, any of us,
thanks to the nice references in the report here, can pull out the five- and six-year-old memos where it was last reviewed in
detail. Because, as I say, I have the distinct memory that it was difference between something being prohibitively expensive and
something being doable. And 10 percent clearly isn't consistent with that memory.
1:43:17:
Tom Ting: I think -- Excuse me, but I think what we -- one of the things that we were talking about not being doable was trying to
do it in a 30-year timeframe. We were looking to try to accelerate at our current pace, which would take 60 to 70 years, and say,
what would it take to do it in 30 years?
1:43:34:
Commissioner Eglash: Um hmm.
1:43:34:
Tom Ting: And so that was covering spending $280 million in 30 years, as opposed to spreading it over ** years.
# On 11-15-11, the Finance Committee talked about the possibility of having a ballot measure to come up with the cash to
do the undergrounding in 30 years. Is Ting say 30 years is infeasible in the absence of such a ballot measure?
1:43:40:
Commissioner Eglash: Right. So, the difference between 30 and 60 or 70 years probably becomes a judgment call, and a matter
of tactics, something that can benefit a bit from analysis and facts, but ultimately is a political decision that the City Council can
make, in the context of a whole bunch of other priorities. It seems to me that the appropriate topic for this body this evening isn't
30 years versus 60 or 70 but whether we think it's appropriate for the UAC and Utilities staff to go down SOME path, over the next
several months, where we can put this issue in front of City Council in a thoughtful and fact-based way that allows them to review
it. I think that many people in City government -- this is just my own opinion, not fact-based. But my own impression is that many
people in City government believe that it's prohibitively expensive, and that we should NOT be pursuing a path of ultimately
undergrounding the entire City. On ANY timeframe, whether 30 years or 60 or 70 years. And based upon what I'm hearing
tonight, it seems like we might want to go down the path where there could be some analysis that says, look, we think it's going to
take this many years, but we think we can eventually get there. And based on tonight's discussion, I think that would just be a
wonderful contribution for us to make.
1:45:06:
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Commissioner Hall: I agree. Sorry to jump in. But I think that -- just to add to that -- I think that this -- as we start to look at the
fiber and the locations and all that stuff, I think we would be remiss if we didn't also take a look at the undergrounding
timeframe. Because it makes a big difference, in terms of the overall cost to the City. And it's a time in which drivers -- as I think
Commissioner Cook mentioned early -- are very important, in terms of -- with Google, AT&T, and all the others, is to figure out
how much of this is going to be undergrounded and how much is not. I think the -- and even with the City's own fiber system,
perhaps that would be the case.
# I don't know which City fiber system Commissioner Hall means. If it is the City's existing dark fiber network, I believe
that CIP FO-16000 may be contemplating undergrounding more of it. On 05-24-15, I asked that Council not fund FO16000 until getting more information about it. (See pages 77-79 here).
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/47531
But Council funded it anyway. Staff said Council could find out more as individual IFBs (Invitations For Bid) were
revealed. Is UAC OK with that? have any IFBs been issued? How would the public know?
I think that we need to bring us back. My sense is, this Commission needs to receive a presentation and maybe take some action
on that within a relatively short amount of time, and bring it to the City Council's consideration.
1:46:04:
Commissioner Eglash: There's an interesting question that's triggered by that. My feeling is that the vast majority of what we do
here at the UAC is not initiated in the manner we're discussing here, where we cite an issue as important to be brought before the
City Council. My sense is that the vast majority of what we do here falls into one of two categories. Either the City Council has
asked us to address something, where we're responding in a reactive way. And, in fact, maybe our City Council member can
comment on this in a minute. Or it's an item brought to us by staff, because, as the normal business of running a Utilities
Department, the UAC has a role to play. Examples would be things like rate design, or things like commenting on PPAs for green
energy. So, what we're talking about doing here -- what Commissioner Hall stated so succinctly -- I think would actually be an
unusual step for us to take. And maybe it's an appropriate one, maybe it's an inappropriate one. I think we can have that
discussion. But it's clearly not the normal way that the UAC contributes to the City. It's clearly not the normal way we interact with
the City Council. And it's clearly not the normal way that things get agendized.
1:47:23:
Chair Foster: Yeah, I'll chime in on that one. That you are absolutely correct about that. In general, the UAC agenda is driven by
the CPAU -- by the Utility Department -- not by the UAC. This would be a departure from that. Although, my guess is, one that
the CPAU would "fine" with, I'd say. Having said that, we have -- I have personally heard from City Council members, over the
years, that they'd like to see us be a little more proactive, and not just reactive. And this is certainly a topic we have heard from
the City Council about. Or from individual City Council members, at our last meeting with them. So.
# I agree that UAC should be more proactive. For example, at UAC's 03-06-13 meeting, during topics for future meetings,
Commissioner Melton asked staff for a five-year financial forecast of the City's dark fiber utility.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/34474
Staff, of course, resisted. But UAC voted to agendize looking at such a document at its next meeting. And staff
complied.
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/33583
This document makes possible a "fact-based" way of talking about how the dark fiber utility might contribute to
financing FTTP. It was a small victory, but it was a victory.
1:47:59:
Commissioner Eglash: Well, and as -- and as a test case, to sort of push the point, I find this a particularly attractive one, because
I think we can offer fact-based recommendations. And I do believe the UAC is at its best when it's operating from the position of
facts and analysis, rather than opinion. I think it's one of the things that distinguishes the UAC from most of the other City
commissions. And I think it's something that the City Council probably values very highly. And so, if we're going to push this
notion of being more proactive, I find it particularly appealing to be proactive in a case where there will be a set of economic facts
that can help drive our ultimate recommendation, whatever it might turn out to be.
# I hope UAC believes that staff is not the ultimate source and final arbiter of what the "facts" are.
1:45:45:
Commissioner Ballantine: So, think of -- The scary thing I see in pushing hard on something like this is: we're going after
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aesthetics at the cost of reliability.
# UAC should make sure it knows what it means when talking about "reliability." It's one thing to have to replace
components more frequently. It's another to have them fail at unpredictable times, causing unplanned outages.
At the same time, we're pushing to install fiber-to-the-premises, so we can have the Internet of Things.
# I strongly disagree with this characterization. There are any number of reasons to want FTTP -- especially municipal
FTTP -- that are more important, in my opinion, than supporting the Internet of Things.
So, I've got this wonderful Internet of Things at my house. I grew up in Seattle, on a street that had undergrounded power. The
Columbus Day Storm, power went out.
# The Columbus Day Storm happened on 10-12-62.
http://www.historylink.org/index.cfm?DisplayPage=output.cfm&file_id=5325
It took the utility a week to figure out where.
# Some customers lost electric power for a week or more.
https://www.pacificpower.net/ed/po/cds.html
# I don't know the facts, but I'm guessing that after the storm, the municipal electric utility had a lot of things (mostly
above-ground things) to fix and was overwhelmed. I don't know what role the difficulty in diagnosing underground
problems played in the outage's duration.
So we had no power for a week. And I had a house where the -- or, my parents had a house with a heat pump. So we truly had
no heat. And that's a problem.
# I believe Commissioner Ballantine is too young to have experienced the Columbus Day Storm of 1962 personally, so I
guess he is reporting what his parents experienced.
And, with the Internet of Things, now, I can't use the -- you know, the medical wonders and so forth.
# Again, I strongly disagree that FTTP should be equated with the Internet of Things. Sure, when electrical power goes
out, many homes will have little or no back-up power, so home computers won't work very long. According to the RFP
for the CTC report, the FTTP network itself should be designed to have the back-up power required to keep it running.
So, I think we have to think hard about -- if you DO underground, how do you underground for 10 percent more, that builds in all
the telemetry so you can localize the fault and figure out where -- OK, there it is, I know right where to go.
# I don't think Commissioner Ballantine is saying he knows that the telemetry ought to cost 10 percent more, only that it
ought to be considered.
Or -- I don't know -- all the transformer wells have pumps. But, somehow, you need -- It may cost more. But if you DO
underground, it can't be aesthetics at the cost of reliability, and we want the Internet of Things. That doesn't add up well to
me. So that's ...
1:50:05:
Commissioner Schwartz: Yeah. I mean, I think I agree with Commissioner Ballantine, that -- Because there's an interesting
opportunity here, because several of the things that we're studying are all coming together. And so the rationale for doing it in the
past doesn't apply in the same way now, because now we have these other things we want to do. And I actually do think, if you
did a referendum or something like that, where you ask people which of these things would you rather have, they might rather
have the added reliability, the ability to have more information, the Internet of Things.
# As far as I know, a referendum is not a good way to ask people what they'd rather have.
# Once again, please don't use the Internet of Things as a synonym for FTTP.
And the fiber might be something that would be MORE appealing to them than paying $2,000 for their share to have it go under -the wire to go underneath. Underground.
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# The 09-07-11 staff report estimates (Table 1, page 2) that the homeowner might pay $5,000, on average. It also
estimates (page 2) "typically in the range of $5,000 to $10,000 per home."
# I personally would rather have municipal FTTP than undergrounding, but it's a mistake to assume that that should be
the choice residents have to make. Most municipal FTTP systems are designed to be paid for by the people who sign up
for services, and those revenues are not available for other things. In 1965, the City decided that undergrounding would
be paid for (at least in part), by using 2 percent of electric revenues. But if the City decided to stop undergrounding,
would that 2 percent of electric revenues be available to municipal FTTP? I think staff would say no.
So, I think that it may just be that there are some different things at play, even though the rationale in the past was -- had one level
of emphasis, there may a different level of emphasis now.
1:51:04:
Commissioner Danaher: Yeah. So, there probably is room for new thinking, or different ideas. For example, maybe the
consumer's share should be higher. But it would be charged on the utility bill that gets paid over 20 years, and runs with the
property. I don't know, maybe paying half of it that way. Because it does increase property values to have -- I haven't had the
experience that Commissioner Ballantine had. But it does -- it's one of the reasons we bought in our neighborhood. We
appreciated -- The aesthetics is very nice.
1:51:36:
Chair Foster: And there have not been reliability issues?
1:51:38:
Commissioner Danaher: Well, no big storms. But, yeah. The -- well, it remains to be seen whether we get ...
1:51:44:
Chair Foster: Anecdotal. So far.
1:51:45:
[laughter, and several speakers at once]
# From this point to the end, there were lots of private conversations going on in the background. That's a sign that the
commissioners are not listening to each other.
1:51:48:
Commissioner Danaher: ... but, in other words ...
1:51:49:
Commissioner Eglash: I'm pretty sure undergrounding keeps ** ...
1:51:51:
Commissioner Danaher: ... new ideas. If it was -- If originally you had to pay a higher percentage ** on their property, maybe you
put it out where neighborhoods or blocks could apply. Or we could take votes on -- and you approach things in the order of who
sticks their hand up first, on that. These are just random ideas. Other people could come up with better ideas. But putting some
attention on it might yield different approaches to the problem.
1:52:19:
Tom Ting: So that was one of the purposes we had, of trying to establish a Citizens Committee. To look at all the different ideas
of how we pay extra. How are we going to pay the extra costs of doing this, or accelerating the process?
1:52:33:
Commissioner Hall: So, may I just ask, whose idea it was to create a Citizens Committee?
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1:52:38:
Tom Ting: It came from the UAC.
# On 09-05-12, UAC acted on a staff report that recommended creating such a committee. But it was staff's idea, not
UAC's.
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/30849
The staff report didn't really explain why it thought UAC was not the right body to do what had to be
done. Commissioner Hall mentioned that if it didn't involve a lot of time commitment, UAC could do it, but that the time
commitment seemed to be substantial. Commissioner Waldfogel asked to consider an alternative that involved a UAC
ad-hoc subcommittee in conjunction with ad-hoc subcommittees from some other commissions. But in the end, the
Commission voted 3-0 (Yes: Foster, Eglash, Hall; Abstain: Waldfogel; Absent: Chang, Cook, Melton) to recommend
essentially the staff recommendation.
# Anyhow, on 03-18-13, when Council voted 4-5 not to establish the Citizens Committee, Council Member Klein said that
if anything needed to be done, it needed to be done by UAC.
# The 09-05-12 minutes
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/31448
don't really explain what UAC members were thinking.
# UAC used to have verbatim minutes, but then staff unilaterally changed them to sense minutes, starting 06-02-04,
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/cityagenda/publish/uac-meetings/3516.pdf
making it much more difficult for commissioners to tell Council exactly what they think. Council recently started having
verbatim minutes of Council meetings, because they were useful and didn't cost that much. UAC should demand the
same for their meetings.
# The video of the 09-05-12 UAC meeting is interesting, and the commissioners should look at it. (27 minutes, 20
seconds.)
http://midpenmedia.org/watch/pacc_webcast/September/PAUAC_090512.html
Unfortunately, it's in a crufty old format (QuickTime) that can't be accessed from the computer I usually use, which is an
inconvenience.
# On 09-07-11 and 01-06-10 (and 01-13-16), UAC considered undergrounding, but only as a discussion item, so UAC
didn't get to vote on any recommendations.
1:52:40:
Commissioner Hall: OK.
1:52:40:
Tom Ting: We presented it to the Finance Committee. They approved of the idea.
1:52:44:
Commissioner Hall: OK.
1:52:44:
Tom Ting: We presented it to the Council, and Council didn't.
1:52:47:
Commissioner Hall: And what was the objection at Council signaled?
1:52:50:
Tom Ting: Council said no.
1:52:51:
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Commissioner Hall: When was that?
1:52:52:
Tom Ting: That was in 2013.
1:52:53:
Commissioner Hall: 2013.
1:52:54:
Chair Foster: And that was a 5-4 vote.
1:52:58:
Tom Ting: Yes.
1:52:58:
Commissioner Schwartz: So it might be different now.
1:52:00:
Chair Foster: Could be different now.
1:53:01:
Tom Ting: I think so.
1:53:04:
# On 03-18-13, several Council members made it clear that they didn't want to do anything that might hurt the chances of
funding the infrastructure recommendations of the Infrastructure Blue Ribbon Committee (IBRC). IBRC had been
instructed not to include undergrounding on its list, perhaps because undergrounding had an identified source of
funding already (namely, electric revenues), and Council wanted IBRC to focus on infrastructure needs that didn't have
identified sources of funding. Well, on 11-04-14, the Palo Alto electorate approved a ballot measure that in effect funded
the IBRC list.
Commissioner Hall: Well, I have a process question.
1:53:07:
Tom Ting: Sure.
1:53:07:
Commissioner Hall: Maybe it's loaded with a thought of how to go forward, but just a question. What if the s- -- What if the UAC
indicated that some or all of us are interested in exploring this again? That doesn't prejudge, in any shape or form, whether we all,
collectively, when we finally do decide, we'll think it's a great idea and we need to recommend it. It may or may not. But if the City
Council were willing to -- or, the Director of Utilities was willing to sponsor that activity, we could go forward and have a more -more or less, along the way that Commissioner Cook and Commissioner Eglash indicated, have a more in-depth discussion on it,
potentially coming to a recommendation to City Council, as to whether we think this is worth another look, and -- Because the
context is changing. And I'm just throwing that as a possibility in terms of process.
1:54:00:
Commissioner Eglash: You know, as we discuss process, maybe we also want to turn to the Interim Director and -- Assistant
Director? -- is that your title?
1:54:09:
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Interim Director Shikada: It's actually Interim Director and Assistant City Manager
# This says, "Assistant City Manager and Interim Director of Utilities."
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/news/displaynews.asp?NewsID=3445&TargetID=268
# It was hard to hear Shikada, because someone else was talking at the same time.
1:54:12:
Commissioner Eglash: No, no, ** ...
1:54:13:
Interim Director Shikada: ... or Assistant Director.
1:54:14:
Commissioner Eglash: Assistant Director. If you want -- If you wanted -- any of you -- OK, there's a lot of people here from our
fine Utilities Department. If any of you wanted to comment -- you know, having heard this discussion, your thoughts on the path
forward.
1:54:30:
Interim Director Shikada: Well, let me reinforce that open invitation for staff to weigh in. And, for myself, I feel I'm walking into the
middle of a conversation, while it may be, over the course of the last five years. So, that said, I really do think it's important for
staff to weigh in on how best to structure the follow-up that might come out of this discussion. Personally, I found it very
enlightening, and I think it could lead to some good areas for additional work. And report back. And, again, perhaps involving a
tour or two of the facilities, so the commissioners could get a better sense of some of the practical implications of the systems we
were discussing.
# It's not obvious to me why show-and-tell is the best way to bring commissioners up to speed on the undergrounding
issue. In any case, it doesn't bring the public up to speed.
Jane? Dean? Tom?
1:55:15:
Tom Ting: I do want to address Commissioner Ballantine's comments. There is another initiative, the smart grid initiative, that
we're working on, to try to not only look at installation of smart meters but how -- what can we do on distributed gen- -- or
distributed -- Sorry. What can we do with our distribution system, for sensing, troubleshooting, and things like that, to help us
identify problems much quicker and where they're located. So.
# Chattanooga uses its municipal FTTP network to support its smart grid capabilities.
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/distribution-automation-saving-epb-millions1
So do 19 other municipalities that have municipal FTTP networks.
http://www.bbpmag.com/search.php
(Staff is fond of saying we can't learn anything from Chattanooga because they got a $111 million grant to do smart
grid. I think the feds would be disappointed by that attitude, and that they were hoping that lots of communities could
learn from the example the grant made possible.)
1:45:46:
Chair Foster: Ah, let's see. We've got a request to make a comment, which I think we can accommodate.
# It's not a judgment call. UAC has to accept public input.
Do we have to do a comment card, or we can skip that.
# Council doesn't insist that speakers fill out comment cards.
Herb, come on up. Go ahead.
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1:56:01:
Herb Borock: Um. I guess, on the information that you've received, you need to go back many years to restate the economic
information. That is, in that past -- in cap -- I don't know how it is now in capital improvement program in the budget, but in the
past, the amount of money that was shown was just essentially replacing the poles with an underground structure. And that was
shared. And that was the way the dollar division was told. And they said it was 60 percent for the city and 40 percent for AT&T
plus Cable Co-op, which is 20 percent each. But then all the equipment is extra.
# If the 09-07-11 staff report is consistent with that, then of the $11,000 the City pays, $6,000 is for replacing the poles
with an underground structure and $5,000 is for other things.
So you have -- you have to see the numbers presented that way.
The second thing is that the two percent that Utilities has included in their budgets -- and no one has ever decided that it should
be a different number or had a policy discussion on that -- was for both doing new undergrounding and for replacing old
undergrounding.
# Where is this documented? The next staff report should document it. It sounds crazy to me. The more
undergrounding you have, the more replacing it periodically will cost, and that means that less is available for new
undergrounding.
And the first time that the City came through and did that, it was in the City Manager June Fleming's neighborhood. And then they
went on for ten years postponing scheduled undergrounding in neighborhoods in South Palo Alto. As I recall, one, in Midtown,
west of Middlefield, was the one that was next in line, but, no, they had to do all of that.
And also, the number of years that we're told that undergrounding's useful life is before it needed to be replaced changes. We just
heard -- We used to heard, you know 30 years. And we said, oh, no, it's better now, it's 40 years. Better equipment. And, in fact,
in the Hewlett subdivision, which is above Arastradero Preserve -- if you -- between Foothills Park and Arastradero Preserve -originally that undergrounding was put in when the subdivision was done. So it was the cost of the subdivider. And that was, you
know, 30 years ago. But the CIP said, oh, it's been 40 years. 'Cause, well, if it's been 40 years, then we've got to do it.
So, it's -- the way I would pose it would be just the opposite of Commissioner Danaher. And that would say, oh, what we should
spend the money for is taking all of the underground and make it overhead. And see whether anybody complains. After all, they
have unreliable undergrounding.
# I think this use of humor DOES contribute to making a valid point.
So, one thing, if it's necessary to do both replacement and new ones, that means it may make more sense to have another -different line items in the budget.
# Yes. Incidentally, what line item covers the cost of maintaining the aerial electric infrastructure?
And have, whether it's two percent or some other number for the new undergrounding districts, and have extra money that needs
to be justified for the replacement. Thank you.
1:59:09:
xx: Thank you.
1:59:10:
Chair Foster: Thank you. OK. Any other thoughts, comments, feedback?
1:59:17:
Commissioner Schwartz: It's -- looking at the time, ** ...
1:59:21:
Chair Foster: Time to roll? OK. Thanks very much, gentlemen. Appreciate it.
1:50:24:
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

d page <dalpage5@gmail.com>
Friday, February 05, 2016 7:25 AM
Council, City
Message from the City Council Home Page

re city priorities ‐ check out the colgate advertisement during the super bowl
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephen Madsen <s8madsen@yahoo.com>
Friday, February 05, 2016 3:23 PM
Council, City
Message from the City Council Home Page

Dear Council members:
I thank you for strengthening the basement dewatering rules. Although I prefer to see stronger rules, this is a step in the right
direction. Groundwater is a significant resource that should not be wasted, especially during a drought.
Stephen H. Madsen
Palo Alto
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kiran Bola <kiranbola12@gmail.com>
Sunday, February 07, 2016 2:20 PM
Council, City
Neighborhood parking

To Whom it May Concern,
My name is Kiran and I live on Layne Court in an apartment. Ever since Bill’s Cafe has opened up right next to my street, the
parking situation has become a major headache. When I moved in I was told street parking would never be a issue but now
every weekend I have to hunt for parking. All of Bill’s cafe and Philz coffee customers are parking on our street and making it
hard for residents to find parking. Now every weekend I have to worry about leaving and not being able to find a spot to park my
car. I ask that you kindly put up a sign on our street or implement parking permits so people who actually pay rent to live there
have a spot for parking. I hope you can take the time to respond. Look forward to hearing from you. Thank you for your time.
Regards,
Kiran

Contact: Lisa Lapin, University Communications
(650) 725-8396, lapin@stanford.edu
02/04/2016
Neuroscience pioneer Marc Tessier-Lavigne named Stanford's next president
Marc Tessier-Lavigne, president of The Rockefeller University in New York City, will
become Stanford University's 11th president on Sept. 1, the Stanford Board of Trustees
announced today.
Tessier-Lavigne, 56, a pioneering
neuroscientist, former Stanford faculty
member and outspoken advocate for higher
education, brings broad academic and
administrative experience. Most recently, he
has led The Rockefeller University, a premier
biomedical research and graduate education
institution, for the past five years. He will
succeed John L. Hennessy, who announced in
June 2015 that he will step down this summer
after 16 years as president.
"Marc Tessier-Lavigne brings to Stanford an
infectious energy, confident leadership, a
distinguished academic record and a lifetime
immersed in leading initiatives to develop
knowledge for the benefit of humanity," said
Steve Denning, chairman of the Stanford Board
of Trustees. "Marc has a sophisticated
understanding of the breadth of the Stanford
enterprise, the centrality of faculty and
Marc Tessier-Lavigne
students to our mission, and the critical role of
the president in preserving and enhancing Stanford's excellence as one of the world's great
universities. He is an exemplary leader who we believe will continue Stanford's
accelerating trajectory."
Stanford News Service
425 Santa Teresa Street, Stanford, CA 94305-2245 T 650.723.2558 F 650.725.0247

Tessier-Lavigne was the unanimous choice presented to the Board of Trustees by a 19member Presidential Search Committee that spent the past six months and thousands of
hours reviewing prospective candidates in a comprehensive, inclusive global search. The
full board unanimously approved the committee's choice in a special meeting this morning.
"Marc has a remarkable record of achievement," said Trustee Isaac Stein, who chaired the
search committee. "What we have learned through this search, without exception, is that he
has made every institution he has touched far better for his presence. He has a unique
combination of personal humility and confidence, and we believe his commitment to the
excellence of Stanford – in all of its parts – will be a hallmark of his leadership. We are
pleased that from a diverse pool of outstanding candidates, we found in Marc a leader who
is an ideal match for Stanford today."
In accepting the presidency, Tessier-Lavigne said, "I am deeply honored to have the
opportunity to build on the remarkable legacy of John Hennessy. Stanford has established
itself as one of the world's foremost comprehensive research universities, marked by
excellence in undergraduate and graduate education, leadership in scholarship and
research across all disciplines, and an unsurpassed culture of innovation and service. It will
be a privilege to rejoin the Stanford community and to lead this extraordinary institution."
Tessier-Lavigne was a professor of biological sciences at Stanford from 2001 to 2005 and
held the Susan B. Ford Professorship, having been recruited to the post by President
Hennessy. Tessier-Lavigne spent a portion of his Stanford faculty appointment on leave
after joining Genentech, Inc.
Tessier-Lavigne has spent more than 20 years in the Bay Area, beginning as an assistant
professor of anatomy at the University of California, San Francisco in 1991. He rose to
associate and then full professor of anatomy, and of biochemistry and biophysics at UCSF,
where he earned various teaching honors. He was an investigator with the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute from 1994 until his transition to Genentech in 2003.
At Genentech, Tessier-Lavigne served in roles of increasing managerial responsibility,
including as executive vice president for research and chief scientific officer, overseeing
1,400 scientists focusing on disease research and drug discovery for cancer, immune
disorders, infectious diseases and neurodegenerative diseases.
"From his extensive experience as a faculty member and accomplished scientist, to leading
1,400 scientists at Genentech, to his most recent transformational accomplishments at
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Rockefeller University, his skills are both broad and deep," said Kathryn Moler, professor of
physics, chair of the Faculty Senate and a member of the Presidential Search Committee.
"All of us on the committee were impressed at how thoughtfully he addressed the many
issues and opportunities for Stanford that were raised in our extensive conversations."
English Professor Ramón Saldívar, also a search committee member, said "The committee
was impressed with Marc's commitment to the principles of a comprehensive research
university. He is passionate about the importance of a balanced, liberal arts education, one
that includes the humanities and arts as critical and integral."
As president of The Rockefeller University since 2011, Tessier-Lavigne has worked with
faculty, students and trustees to develop and execute a nine-year strategic plan focusing on
junior and mid-career faculty recruitment, enhancement of graduate and postdoctoral
education and establishment of new interdisciplinary research programs. His fundraising
success resulted in launching a nearly $1 billion capital campaign, funding several
important initiatives including a transformative "river campus" expansion of the university
in Manhattan.
Nationally and internationally, Tessier-Lavigne has been a tireless advocate for societal
support of science, including testifying before Congress on the need for federal funding of
research. He has been a champion of growing the New York bioscience community,
partnering with other academic medical institutions to help establish the New York
Genome Center and working with the New York City government and private sector to
stimulate biomedical industry development.
Throughout his administrative tenures Tessier-Lavigne has remained active in teaching
and research in his field of neuroscience, where he is a world leader in the study of brain
development and repair. His research has focused on the cause and treatment of
degenerative brain diseases such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's, as well as on therapies
for spinal cord injuries. His seminal discoveries in the biology of the nervous system
revealed how neural circuits in the brain form during embryonic development.
Tessier-Lavigne has been awarded numerous honors for his scientific achievement,
including election to the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Medicine,
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, The Royal Society (UK) and The Royal Society of Canada.
A native of Ontario, Canada, who spent most of his childhood in Europe, Tessier-Lavigne
was the first in his immediate family to earn a college degree. He received undergraduate
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degrees in physics from McGill University in 1980 and in philosophy and physiology in
1982 from Oxford University, where he was a Rhodes Scholar. He received a PhD in
physiology from University College London in 1987 and performed postdoctoral work
there and at Columbia University.
In 2015, Tessier-Lavigne co-founded the South San Francisco-based biotech company
Denali Therapeutics to research drug therapies for neurodegenerative diseases. He also
earlier co-founded Renovis, a neuroscience start-up that was later acquired. He serves on
several non-profit and corporate boards, including the board of the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York.
Tessier-Lavigne's wife, Mary Hynes, is also a noted neuroscientist who was a senior
research scientist in the Stanford Department of Biology from 2003 to 2011. She has
continued her research program at Rockefeller, where her work focuses on the potential of
cell replacement therapy to inform the development of treatments for Parkinson's disease.
Like her husband, she has experience in both academia and private industry and also ran a
research laboratory at Genentech. The couple has maintained a home on the Peninsula and
has three children.
At Stanford, Tessier-Lavigne will oversee a research university of 7,000 undergraduate
students, 9,000 graduate students and 2,100 tenured faculty members in seven schools,
with a budget of over $5.5 billion. The campus is noted for its culture of innovation and
collaboration, and its comprehensive strength in undergraduate education and
interdisciplinary study, as well as its globally top-ranked graduate programs. Stanford is
celebrating the 125th anniversary of its opening this year.
Tessier-Lavigne said he is attracted to and energized by the academic scale and scope of
Stanford, which allows the university to provide an unmatched education to its diverse
student body, as well as seek innovative solutions for a wide range of global challenges.
"I look forward to rejoining the Stanford family next summer," he said. "In coming months,
I plan to listen and learn from faculty, students, staff, trustees and alumni, to understand
more fully the many opportunities and challenges facing the university, and to hear their
aspirations for this great institution. I am excited to work with all members of our
community to drive Stanford to even greater heights."
Stanford President John Hennessy will continue his role until Aug. 31. Provost John
Etchemendy, who has served in tandem with Hennessy in leading the university since
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2000, will continue in his role with Tessier-Lavigne next year until a successor is
appointed.
Hennessy said that he looks forward to working closely with Tessier-Lavigne to assure a
smooth transition over the coming months. "I played a role in originally recruiting Marc to
the Stanford faculty and I know very well his remarkable qualifications," Hennessy said. "I
take pride in welcoming Marc back to campus as my successor, and have complete
confidence that he will continue Stanford's momentum for years to come."
- 30 -
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

herb <herb_borock@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, February 09, 2016 4:51 PM
Perez, Lalo
Council, City; Clerk, City; Keene, James; Shikada, Ed; Mason, Suzanne; Ramberg, David
Re: Depreciation Schedule for Fiber Optics Assets

Thank you.
From: Perez, Lalo <Lalo.Perez@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2016 12:06 AM
To: herb
Cc: Council, City; Clerk, City; Keene, James; Shikada, Ed; Mason, Suzanne; Ramberg, David
Subject: RE: Depreciation Schedule for Fiber Optics Assets

Dear Mr. Borock,
Here are the responses to your questions:
What is the useful life for the fiber in the Fiber Optic Backbone that determines the amount charged
to depreciation expense each year? The useful life is 30 years, as determined by engineers in
Utilities.
For City departments or offices that are customers of the Fiber Optics Fund that have installed their
own equipment to light the fiber, is the dollar amount of the customer equipment enough to require
the customer to capitalize that asset? The dollar amount will vary, depending on the installation and
particular requirements. If the cost of the equipment is greater than $5,000 the asset will be
capitalized. If so, what is the useful life for the customer equipment that determines the amount
charged to depreciation expense each year? If capitalized, the useful life is set at 5 years.
Regards,
Lalo

Lalo Perez | CFO
250 Hamilton Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301
D: 650.329.2675 | E: Lalo.Perez@cityofpaloalto.org
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Please think of the environment before printing this email – Thank you!

From: herb [mailto:herb_borock@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 6:12 PM
To: Perez, Lalo
Cc: Council, City; Clerk, City; Keene, James; Shikada, Ed; Mason, Suzanne
Subject: Re: Depreciation Schedule for Fiber Optics Assets

Dear Mr. Perez:
Your reply to my request for information does not provide me with the specific
information I am seeking. Instead, your reply paraphrases the useful life
shown for all "Machinery and equipment" used in "Business-type Activities" that
appears in "Note 6 -- Capital Assets" to the 2014-2015 Comprehensive
Annual Financial Report (CAFR) that appears at the bottom of page 69 of the
CAFR.
I apologize for not
asking you to refer
you do not know the
to further identify

being clear about my request for information, for not
my request to the person who could answer my request (if
answer), and for not soliciting a request for assistance
the information I am seeking.

This message renews my request for information as more fully described below.
If you are not the person who is able to answer my request, please refer my
request to the person who is able to answer my request.
Pursuant to California Government Code Section 6253.1(a), I ask you or any
other responder, if necessary, to assist me to make a focused and effective
request that reasonably describes the information I am seeking.
This request for information is based on
Note 6 -- Capital Assets, 2014-2015 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, p. 69 (PDF
page 84 at http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/50027) and

Fiber Optics Glossary of Terms
at http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/depts/utl/news/details.asp?NewsID=1507&Tar
getID=235,310.
FIRST REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
According to the Fiber Optics Glossary of Terms, "Fiber Optic Backbone" is
"CPAU's network of commercial fiber, consisting of 144 or more strands of
singlemode fiber..."
What is the useful life for the fiber in the Fiber Optic Backbone that
determines the amount charged to depreciation expense each year?

SECOND REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
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According to the Fiber Optics Glossary of Terms, "Commercial Fiber", "customers
may attach their choice of ... equipment to the ends of their licensed fibers
to 'light' the fibers and transmit information between locations."
For City departments or offices that are customers of the Fiber Optics
Fund that have installed their own equipment to light the fiber, is the dollar
amount of the customer equipment enough to require the customer to capitalize
that asset? If so, what is the useful life for the customer equipment that
determines the amount charged to depreciation expense each year?
Thank you for providing this specific information.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock

From: Perez, Lalo <Lalo.Perez@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2016 10:56 PM
To: herb
Cc: Council, City; Keene, James; Shikada, Ed; Mason, Suzanne
Subject: RE: Depreciation Schedule for Fiber Optics Assets

Dear Mr. Borock,
Fiber optic equipment and connections are tracked by service order, and service orders are capitalized on completion,
then depreciated over 10‐50 years, depending on type of equipment. Currently the maximum time is 30 years for
some of our fiber optic equipment.
Regards,
Lalo
Lalo Perez | CFO
250 Hamilton Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301
D: 650.329.2675 | E: Lalo.Perez@cityofpaloalto.org

Please think of the environment before printing this email – Thank you!
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From: herb [mailto:herb_borock@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 3:18 PM
To: Perez, Lalo
Cc: Council, City
Subject: Depreciation Schedule for Fiber Optics Assets

Herb Borock
P. O. Box 632
Palo Alto, CA 94302
February 2, 2016
Mr. Lalo Perez
Director of Administrative Services
City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Dear Mr. Perez:
What is the useful life for the dark fiber capital assets in the Fiber Optics
Fund that determines the amount charged to depreciation expense each year?
When the City itself is a customer of the Fiber Optics Fund and installs its
own equipment to light the fiber, is the dollar amount of the customer
equipment enough to require the customer to capitalize that asset? If so, what
is the useful life for the customer equipment that determines the amount
charged to depreciation expense each year?
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Herb Borock
cc: Palo Alto City Council
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

De Geus, Robert
Monday, February 08, 2016 3:58 PM
Barbara Millin
Keene, James; Shikada, Ed; Council, City
RE: Foothill Park Interpretive Center Furniture.
IMG_3199.jpg; IMG_3200.jpg

Good afternoon Barbara,

My name is Rob de Geus, Director of Community Services for the City of Palo Alto and I am responding to your
question about the Foothills Park Interpretive Center furniture on behalf of City Manager Jim Keene.
Unfortunately the 15 year‐old lobby furniture at the Foothills Park Interpretive Center had tears, stains and odor, and
suffered recurring rodent infestations in‐spite of repeated deep cleaning. The replacement furniture’s upholstery will
better withstand stains and infestations and will be easier to keep clean and odor free. I am sorry to hear that you do
not find the new furniture as comfortable, staff will look into finding some furniture pillows that might make the
seating more comfortable.
The old furniture was disposed of through the City’s procedures for surplus furniture.
Thank you,
Rob

Rob de Geus | Director
Community Services Department
1305 Middlefield Road | Palo Alto, CA 94301
D: 650.463.4951 | F: 650.321.5612 | E: Robert.deGeus@cityofpaloalto.org
“Engaging Individuals and Families to Create a Strong and Healthy Community”

From: Karen Holman [mailto:kcholman@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Sunday, February 07, 2016 9:38 PM
To: De Geus, Robert
Cc: Keene, James; Shikada, Ed; Barbara Millin
Subject: Re: Foothill Park Interpretive Center Furniture.

Hi, Rob.
Do you know the answer to this? I haven't seen the new furniture but the old (style) was very much in keeping with the
venue and environment as I recall it.
Thanks,
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Karen

On Feb 7, 2016, at 4:44 PM, Barbara Millin <barbaramillin@yahoo.com> wrote:
Dear Mayor and Council,
Compared to all you have to deal with, this may seem trivial. However, I view it as important enough to ask the following:
What happened to the furniture in the interpretive center in Foothill Park?
Up until this week in the interpretive center at Foothill Park there were comfortable substantial sofa and chairs, similar to that which can be
found at the Ahwahnee Hotel in Yosemite and other comfortable lodges.
This week they were replaced by uncomfortable black naugahyde office waiting room style furniture.
be irrelevant.
Please explain why furniture, cherished by many, was replaced and where it may be found.
Thank you, in advance, for shedding light on this issue.
Barbara Millin
Palo Alto

Maybe it is of leather, but that would
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Be'eri Moalem <beerimoalem@gmail.com>
Wednesday, February 10, 2016 6:01 AM
Keene, James
Fehrenbach, Thomas; Gitelman, Hillary; Burns, Dennis; Lait, Jonathan; Council, City
Re: Overnight construction at Stanford Shopping Center

Again I was kept awake by the sound of jackhammers and cement cutting saws running all night long! What an
outrage!
I was told by police that they have some sort permit for "quiet work" before 5am but the cement saws were running at
2am. Jackhammers started at 5am.
Who issued this permit? Why are they allowed to go around the law?
On Feb 1, 2016 8:48 PM, "Keene, James" <James.Keene@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:
Council Members: We have looked into this complaint. The subcontractor working on a demo job at the shopping
center worked in violation of the permit conditions and directions. The Shopping Center has informed us of this and
taken the appropriate action. They will be contacting Mr. Moalem directly to apologize and ensure that this
unpermitted activity has ceased for good.

[cid:05DF8DB0-6B45-42EB-9788-6807C7736526]
James Keene | City Manager
250 Hamilton Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301
E: james.keene@cityofpaloalto.org<mailto:james.keene@cityofpaloalto.org>
Sent from my Macbook
Please think of the environment before printing this email – Thank you

From: Be'eri Moalem <beerimoalem@gmail.com<mailto:beerimoalem@gmail.com>>
Date: Thursday, January 28, 2016 at 1:02 PM
To: "Council, City" <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org<mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>>
Subject: Overnight construction at Stanford Shopping Center
To the Palo Alto City Council:
I live at Hawthorne & Emerson. For the past few weeks I have been kept awake by the sound of jackhammers and
trucks at the Stanford Shopping Center. I have called the police to report the noise. The police said that they have
some sort of 24-hour work permit. I went to the permit office and they said they don't know and sent me back to the
police. I was told that the construction contractor is Whiting Turner.
Why were they granted a permit to use jackhammers in the middle of the night?!!
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Keene, James
Monday, February 08, 2016 9:21 PM
Sherry Walston Heller; Council, City
Mello, Joshuah; Burns, Dennis; Gitelman, Hillary; Shikada, Ed
Re: Traffic issues

Ms. Heller,
Copying our Chief Transportation Official Josh Mello, and Police Chief Dennis Burns.

Jim

James Keene | City Manager
250 Hamilton Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301
E: james.keene@cityofpaloalto.org
Sent from my Macbook
Please think of the environment before printing this email – Thank you

On 2/8/16, 6:01 PM, "Sherry Walston Heller" <sherry_mark@yahoo.com> wrote:
>Dear City Council,
>
>I posted the letter below on Nextdoor and received replies from other residents, who have experience the same thing around
our city. Is there nothing that can be done to improve safety on our streets?
>
>"The last two times I have been jogging around town (Friday and Monday), I would have been hit by cars coming through the
stop sign on Colorado at Midtown Court if I had entered the intersection when I had the right of way.
>
>Both of these drivers went through the stop sign all while looking left down Colorado to see if there were any cars coming.
They never bothered to look to the right to see if anyone was coming down the sidewalk. So, I stopped and waited for them to
finally see me....which did not occur until they were already turning down Colorado toward Middlefield. If there had been a child
riding a bike or scooter down the sidewalk, these two drivers could have run the child over without ever even seeing him or her.
>
>Every day, I lecture my children about stopping at every intersection and making eye contact with every driver before
proceeding. And I hope they believe me when I tell them how dangerous it can be to walk or bike around town. I wish it weren't
so."
>
>Thank you,
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>Sherry Heller
>
>Sent from my iPad
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joanne Koltnow <joanne.koltnow@gmail.com>
Friday, February 05, 2016 10:56 PM
Ellen Uhrbrock
info@peakdemocracy.com; Council, City
Re: [village-members] Share your comments with the city - your thoughts and suggestions on
Transportation in Palo Alto

Ellen,
I'm sorry that participating in this exercise online requires that I sign in --and to do so, must agree to the terms and
conditions of the group that's hosting the exercise. I'm not sure why this is necessary. My reluctance to agree to their
terms means that I'm not going to provide feedback. [I had the same problem with something from another city project
and, after talking to the employee in charge of the project, decided not to participate.]
As a practice, I tend to read terms of service rather than simply checking the box and continuing. These in particular
seemed like i was signing away too much by agreeing.
I'm telling you this as a piece of information. I don't know how many other people might feel this way but it certainly
stopped me. [As an aside, i think that the document itself is more wordy than necessary. It was a pain to read through.
I'm afraid that only the most dedicated citizens will take the time to follow through.]
I did see the option to download the pdf and complete it on paper. I don't have time to do that right now. If you're
interested in getting more and more meaningful feedback, consider hosting a meeting or two where we would discuss
the document and then provide feedback on paper.
--Joanne
On Fri, Feb 5, 2016 at 8:57 PM, Ellen Uhrbrock <ellen.uhrbrock@gmail.com> wrote:

Click on - http://www.peakdemocracy.com/portals/5/Forum_94/Issue_3378/annotations/yours
Each of the City's 9 Goals for Transportation has a colorful icon. Choose one - and click on the balloon
symbol to the left of the green Goal Title. - and add your comments, and suggestions.
For example - look for the icon for Goal 6 - Special Needs - click on the balloon and add your
comments.
Right-click
download
help protec
Outlo ok pr
auto matic d
this pictu re
In ternet.

--

Ellen E. Uhrbrock
ellen.uhrbrock@gmail.com
-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Village-members" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to villagemembers+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To post to this group, send email to village-members@googlegroups.com.
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Visit this group at https://groups.google.com/group/village-members.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Minor, Beth
Thursday, February 04, 2016 11:26 AM
LaNell Mimmack; Council, City
McAdams, Karen; Atkinson, Sue-Ellen; Carnahan, David
RE: Your e-mail to City Council was received

Hi Ms. Mimmack,
It is my understanding that yesterday you spoke with Karen McAdams and Sue‐Ellen Atkinson regarding your complaint and they
let you know what was happening regarding this. Your concerns are being addressed by the RPP people and our Development
Services Departments.

Thanks,
B‐
Beth D. Minor | City Clerk | City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton Avenue| Palo Alto, CA 94301
T: 650‐ 329‐2379 E: beth.minor@cityofpaloalto.org

City Clerks Rock and Rule
From: LaNell Mimmack [mailto:lmimmack@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2016 11:19 AM
To: Council, City
Subject: RE: Your e-mail to City Council was received

I received no information from the RPP people telling me the status of a rusted out trailer
sitting out on Palo Alto Ave. It has been sitting there for YEARS and it is VERY UGLY. The
owner told me he intended to move it to his mother's house if he could not leave it
cluttering up Palo Alto Ave. BUT IT IS MOVED FROM ONE SIDE OF THE STREET TO THE
OPPOSITE SIDE ONLY ON STREET SWEEPING DAYS. This has been going on for YEARS!!!!!
> From: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
> To: lmimmack@hotmail.com
> Subject: Your e‐mail to City Council was received
> Date: Wed, 3 Feb 2016 19:09:33 +0000
>
> Thank you for your comments to the City Council. Your e‐mail will be forwarded to all nine Council Members and a
printout of your correspondence will also be included in the next available Council packet.
>
> If your comments are about an item that is already scheduled for a City Council agenda, you can call 329‐2571 to
confirm that the item is still on the agenda for the next meeting.
>
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> If your letter mentions a specific complaint or a request for service, we'll either reply with an explanation or else
send it on to the appropriate department for clarification.
>
> We appreciate hearing from you.
>
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Tony Ciampi <T.Ciampi@hotmail.com>
Saturday, February 06, 2016 10:32 PM
Burns, Dennis; Council, City; Stump, Molly; Keene, James; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com
vanita.gupta@usdoj.gov; Jocelyn.Samuels@usdoj.gov; Damon.Martinez@usdoj.gov;
robert.moossy@usdoj.gov; kelly.currie@usdoj.gov; robert.nardoza@usdoj.gov;
Daniel.Spector@usdoj.gov; msharpe@cacities.org; lokabe@cacities.org; pwhitnell@cacities.org;
kkelleher@cacities.org; nfoic@nfoic.org; jayne.kim@calbar.ca.gov; legalspec@calbar.ca.gov
Settlement in Harney Case?
harney expert reports.pdf; harney insurance settlement.pdf; pierce v city of palo alto.PNG

Looks like Palo Alto Police Chief Dennis Burns and the PAPD are going to pay up to cover up the tampering of
evidence by settling with Tyler Harney.
https://cases.justia.com/federal/district‐courts/california/candce/5:2014cv03415/279439/92/0.pdf?ts=1454754551
https://cases.justia.com/federal/district‐courts/california/candce/5:2014cv03415/279439/83/0.pdf?ts=1453541495
https://cases.justia.com/federal/district‐courts/california/candce/5:2014cv03415/279439/59/0.pdf?ts=1435221869
https://dockets.justia.com/docket/california/candce/5:2014cv03415/279439

Why would the PAPD settle with a person whom they claim they did nothing wrong to; a person whom
the PAPD has asserted violated the law during his arrest?
Palo Alto Police Chief Dennis Burns,
word has it your still promoting your slanderous statements and falsified videos regarding my case but that is
nothing new.
Tyler Harney and Tim Pierce.
COMPLAINT against Dennis Burns, City of Palo Alto, Dan Ryan (Filing fee $ 400.). Filed byTimothy B. Pierce. by
1/11/2016.(cv, COURT STAFF) (Filed on 12/28/2015)
https://www.pacermonitor.com/public/case/10232464/Pierce_v_City_of_Palo_Alto_et_al
Simple question Dennis, why did you destroy Ofc. Temores' taser probes and taser cartridge in violation of
department policy, state and federal law?
http://chiefburns.weebly.com/exhibit‐5.html
This taser probe in Ofc. Burger's hand along with Burger's own statements verifies that two taser guns fired taser
probes yet the video footage of the second firing has been removed from the recordings and the only explanation is
that the video footage was removed deliberately and illegally by your officers Mr. Burns.
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Why did you take into personnel possession Officers' Temores' and Burger's taser cameras, taser guns and the the
police department hard drive in violation of department policy at a specific date and time when they should have
been turned over to the crime lab on that date and time?
http://chiefburns.weebly.com/exhibit‐4.html
The crime lab that verified that 4 seconds of video footage is missing from Temors' taser video and therefore 4
seconds of video footage from Temores' MAV video. Now you and I both know that it is much more than 4 seconds
as Forensic Expert Greg Stutchman verified.
http://chiefburns.weebly.com/exhibit‐8.html
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So Dennis it would be much appreciated if you would provide the missing 4 seconds along with the other missing
audio/video footage from Temores' MAV and Taser videos and Burger's Taser video in chronological order in the
unadulterated and original formats so that everything that you and your officers have done since March 15, 2008 is
placed in the proper context.
If you are not willing to provide the missing 4 seconds of video footage I would think that State Bar Rules and
California Law would compel City Attorney Molly Stump to provide the missing 4 seconds which never provided to
me.
Tony Ciampi
P.O. Box 1681
Palo Alto, CA 94302
t.ciampi@hotmail.com

Harney v. Palo Alto Police Department et al
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DAVID M. HELBRAUN (SBN 129840)
HELBRAUN LAW FIRM
353 Sacramento Street, Suite 1140
San Francisco, CA 94111
Telephone: 415.982.4000
Facsimile: 415.434.0513
dmh@helbraunlaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
TYLER HARNEY

6
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

9

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA – SAN JOSE

10
TYLER HARNEY,
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
CITY OF PALO ALTO POLICE DEPARTMENT, )
PALO ALTO POLICE CHIEF DENNIS BURNS, )
SANTA CLARA COUNTY, SANTA CLARA
)
COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT, SANTA )
CLARA COUNTY SHERIFF LAURIE SMITH, and )
DOES 1-70, Jointly and Severally,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

Case No. 5:14-CV-3415 LHK
PROPOSED ORDER REGARDING
EXPERT DISCLOSURES

The Honorable Judge Lucy H. Koh

18
19
20

In view of the stipulation of the parties and the pending settlement, the Court hereby extends
the expert disclosure dates as follows:
Current Deadline

Proposed Deadline

Initial expert reports

February 12, 2016

February 26, 2016

Rebuttal expert reports

February 26, 2016

March 11, 2016

Close of expert discovery

March 11, 2016

March 18, 2016

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Dated. February 5, 2016

________________________________
U.S. DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
Lucy H. Koh

ORDER RE: EXTENSION ON EXPERT DISCLOSURES – U.S.D.C. ACTION NO. 14-CV-3415 LHK
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Carnahan, David
From:
Sent:
To:

chuck jagoda <chuckjagoda1@gmail.com>
Monday, February 08, 2016 4:43 AM
City (!!!) Council; Robert Norse; becky_johnson222@hotmail.com; David Silva; Gail Page; Abbi
Samuels; Keith McHenry; Ed Frey; svdebug@newamericanmedia.com; Aram James; Sandy Perry;
Board; Jen Padgett; Michelle Ogburn; B B; Charisse Domingo; Chris Richardson; Christine
Guthman; Council, City; Burns, Dennis; Board Operations; Dolci Robert; Ky Le; Stop the Ban
Google Discussion Group; Dylan Waller
Steve Pleich; Kelcy Fleming
The legality and decency of No Sleeping Outdoors laws

Cc:
Subject:

Dear citycouncil@cityofsantacruz.com:
Didn't the Desertain decision that the Ninth Circuit decided in favor of the homeless in Santa
Monica cover this? And the arrangement between the Dept of Justice and HUD goes even
further in the direction of reparations for injustices past: it says that if municipalities don't show
progress in terms of removing those measures from the past that criminalize homelessness, the
DOJ will take action and that DOJ will prosecute and HUD will not fund municipalities that do
not move to decriminalize homelessness.
And then there's the best of our natures and our upbringing and our consciousnesses-- treating
our brothers and sisters as we would want to be treated. It is beating there in our hearts no
matter how much we may think we don't hear it. It's time to pivot, turn it around, come correct
with the teachings of all religions. Decriminalize sleeping outside. Provide adequate shelter.
Allow encampments. Ask homeless folk how you can help them.
You're not helping in any way. Homelessness is a problem of lack of resources. By limiting the
amount of resources even more than it already is means you don't get it. You're solving some
other problem-- you're not complying with the government or what's blowing in the wind.
You're wasting time, resources, and energy. Start to do the right thing. You'll see how much
lighter you feel not having the burden of beating up on homeless people.
Chuck Jagoda
Homeless Advocate

This email has been sent from a virus-free computer protected by Avast.
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Valley Transportation Authority

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Chair Lany Carr
Vice Chair Jim Davis
Members of the Policy Advisory Board

FROM:

Nuria Fernandez, General Manager and

DATE:

February 3, 2016

SUBJECT:

Community Bus Service

"

CEO ~

£t-- .~
J.:._U~ · 0

At the Policy Advisory Committee's meeting on January 14, 2016, I was asked several questions
about VTA's Community Bus Service. I am writing to provide additional details about the
history, purpose and current status ofthis service.
The Community Bus Service began as a pilot program in 2005 to provide service utilizing
smaller buses along routes within specific communities where it is not cost-effective to operate
VTA's regular 40-foot vehicles. VTA's Annual Service Plan for FY 2016-17 states, "These
routes are usually neighborhood-based and travel within a limited area connecting small-scale
trip generators to light rail stations, transit centers, and destination points via the core transit
system." From the initial pilot routes along Lines 48 and 49 in Los Gatos and Campbell, this
service has been expanded to include other cities throughout the county.
Periodically, VTA receives requests for new Community Bus Service. When conununities
request this service, VT A incorporates the study of a potential new route into its two-year service
plam1ing efforts. VTA's service planning staff analyzes proposed routes with an eye toward
maximizing potential ridership. Routes are selected based on a minimum ridership of 15
passengers per hour.
Cunently, VTA maintains a fleet of 40 smaller 30-foot buses to provide Conununity Bus Service
along 16 routes located in nine cities throughout the county. Cities served by community buses
include:
•

Giii'Oy: Line 14 connects the Gilroy Transit Center to St. Louise Hospital via Camino
Arroyo; Line 17 operates between the Gi lroy Transit Center and St. Louise Hospital via
Murray Avenue; Line 18 nms from the Gilroy Transit Center to Gavilan College; and
Line 19 operates from the Gilroy Transit Center to I st and Kern.

o

Morgan Hill: Line 16 operates from Main and Dewitt to Burnett Avenue.

•

Palo Alto: Line 88 runs from the Veteran's Hospital to Middlefield and Colorado.

•

Mountain View: Lines 32 and 34 connect the San Antonio Shopping Center with the
Santa Clara Transit Center and Downtown Mountain View, respectively.

•

Sunnyvale: Line 32 serves Sunnyvale along Mathilda, Evelyn, Wolfe, and Reed.

•

San Jose: Line 13 cmmects Almaden and McKean to the Ohlone/Chynoweth Light Rail
Station; Line 37 runs from West Valley College to the Capitol Light Rail Station; Line 39
operates between the Villages and the Eastridge Transit Center; Line 42 connects Kaiser
San Jose to Evergreen Valley College; Line 45 operates between the Alum Rock Transit
Center and the Penitencia Creek Transit Center; and Line 65 runs from Kooser and
Meridian to Hedding and 13 111 Streets.

•

Santa Clara: Line 32 travels along Monroe, Homestead and Benton to the Santa Clara
Transit Center.

•

Los Gatos and Campbell: Lines 48 and 49 connect the Los Gatos Civic Center to the
Winchester Transit Center via Winchester Boulevard and Los Gatos Boulevard,
respectively.

The fare structure for VIA's Community Bus Service is as follows:
•
•
•

Adults = $1.25
Youth=$0.75
Seniors= $0.50

The route maps and times for VIA's Community Bus Service can be found on our Web site:
http://www.vta.org/getting-around/schedules/by-type.
I hope you find this information to be helpful. Please feel free to contact me if you have any

further questions.
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MIT Club ofNorthern California - Acterra- Water and California: Wh .. .

Affiliate Event

Wednesday, February 17, 2016

1 7 :30pm

Linkedln
580 North Mary Ave, 5th Floor Lounge, Sunnyvale 94086

$10

REGISTER
Pacific Institute President Peter Gleick will lead an engaging discussion of our region's most pressing water questions, issues, and solutions.
Dr. Gleick Is a renowned water expert whose research and writing address the critical connections between water and human health, the
hydrologic impacts of climate change, sustainable water use, privatization and globalization, and international conflicts over water resources.

Contact Information

Date & Location

Primary Contact

Date: 2/17/2016
Time: 7:30 PM

Lucia Moser

Location: lnkedln, Sunnyvale

'
lucia.moser@acterra.org
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City of Mountain View - Jay Famiglietti

http

}AY FAMIGLIETTI

Presented by Peninsula Open
Space Trust
Wallace Stegner Lecture Series

When Demand Outstrips
Supply: The Shrinking Water
Table and What We Can Do
About It
Tuesday, April 26 at 8 pm
Jay Famiglietti and his team have been
researching and communicating about water and
climate change - in academics, in business, in
government and to the general public for over 25
years. He appeared as a featured expert in the
water documentary Last Call at the Oasis and on
CBS News 60 Minutes. Jay is a frequent speaker,
an avid writer and a regular contributor to National
Geographic Water Currents and to Huffington
Post. His research is often featured in the
international news media, including the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, The
Economist, CNN/Fareed Zakaria GPS and network television news. Jay is a regular guest on
National Public Radio, BBC Radio and other public radio shows .

MainStage 1 $22
(Ticket price includes a $2 Facility Use Fee)

Buy Tickets

P&S Comm ittee
2/ 9/ 16
[x] Placed Before Meeting
POLICY & SERVICES COMMITTEE - FUTURE AND PENDING ITEMS

1. Neighborhood Engagement Initiative: future development of the initiative, including
update to the co-sponsorship agreement, association definition, support models,
communication, conflict resolution, ombudsman concept, City's website and social
media for neighborhoods.
2. Audits Updates: 1. Animal Services, 2. Fleet, 3. Inventory
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3. Presentation of Audit Results of Cable Franchise Fees (AUD)
4. Audit Updates: 1. UTL Meters
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5. Discussion and Recommendation Regarding Collecting Fees For EV Charging at CityOwned EV Charging Stations in Palo Alto (CMO)
6. Updates to the Green Building and Energy Reach Code Ordinances (DEV SVC)
7. Revolving Door Policy
Discussion and Direction to Staff Regarding Palo Alto's "Revolving Door" Ordinance (ATT)
8. Stanford Development Agreement - Health & Safety Funds
Continued discussion about the use of the funds (Referral date: P&S 10/21/14)
(CSD/ASD/CMO)
9. Open & Closed City Council Sessions for Compensation Changes
Refer to the Policy and Services Committee the discussion of alternatives regarding the
use and sequence of closed and open sessions for discussing compensation and benefits
changes for the various labor groups and the unrepresented Management and
Professional group (Referral date: Council 11/17/14)
10. Amendment to the Fire Code
Review staff recommendations to the City's Fire Code which is more restrictive the State
CA Fire Code. Staff completed tri -annual code adoption process and recommends
update code section regarding sprinklers. Staff will recommend that sprinklers be added
to remodel units. This is policy issue for P&S to recommend to City Council. (CMO/Fire;
Staff Recommendation)
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[v Y Placed Before Meeting
[ ] Received at Meeting MEMORANDUM

TO:

HONORABLE CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

CITY MANAGER

DEPARTMENT: PUBLIC WORKS

AGENDA DATE:

2/9/2016

ID#:

6529

SUBJECT: Re: Update on-Tobacco Retailer Licensing and Palo Alto Collaboration with Santa
Clara County

Due to t he timing of the staff report, the following information was not available for inclusion in
the report. (City and County staff met on January 22, 2016) :
For Palo Alto to set up its own Tobacco Retailer Licensing program would be very resource
intensive and inefficient given the small number (30) of retailers involved . A cost-of-service fee
analysis would be needed, as would accounting procedures, auditing and inspection procedures
and tracking systems. However, Santa Clara County already has an operating system in the
unincorporated parts of the County. Therefore, all these systems already exist and expanding
their program to include Palo Alto would have economies of scale.
The County of Santa Clara Environmental Health and Public Health Departments are willing to
administer a tobacco retailer licensing program on behalf of the City of Palo Alto. The City of
Palo Alto would need to adopt the County's tobacco retailer ordinance (attached), which would
include: age restriction of 21 years of age for purchase of tobacco and e-cigarettes, no new
tobacco retailers could locate within 1000 feet of a school, 500 feet of each other, or in a
pharmacy, the permit is not transferable, and all tobacco retailers would be banned from selling
flavored tobacco unless they are an adult-only tobacco retai l establishment. The County
Department of Environmental Health (County) would collect the annual fee (currently $425)
from each retailer to administer the program. The County would then issue licenses to tobacco
reta ilers and perform annual inspections. The Palo Alto Police Department would conduct any
decoy operations. The Police Department would notify the County of any violations it detects.
The County Department of Environmental Health would take appropriate enforcement action,
which could include fines, or license suspension or revocation, based upon the existing
enforcement process the County already has in place. A Memorandum of Understanding
between the County and City would also be required. The benefit to Palo Alto would be to

minimize the administrative burden of implementing one of the most progressive t obacco
retailer licensing ordinances and programs in the country.
At this time, the Palo Alto Police Department does not have sufficient staff to conduct a decoy
operation in association with the Licensing Program and does not anticipate being able to
deploy such resources in the foreseeable future. Police Department sponsored decoy
operations would be based upon staffing levels and priorities, as they evolve. Staff is
recommending continuing to work with the County and developing a draft Agreement
(Memorandum of Understanding) with the County to administer the program in Palo Alto.
Many of the benefits of having such a program in Palo Alto are not dependent on the
deployment of Palo Alto Police Department resources .

.A''-_
:._
. ---------J.
Director of Public Works

James Keene
City Manager
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AGE NDA ITE M NO. 1

CHAPTER XXIII.- PERMITS FOR RETAILERS OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND/OR ELECTRONIC SMOKING
DEVICESf 22l
Footnotes:
--- (22) ---

Editor's note-Ord. No. NS-300.873, adopted june 24, 2014, amended Ch. XXIII in its entirety to read as herein set out. Former Ch. XXIII pertained to
tobacco retailer permits, consisted of§§ A 18-367-A 18-383, and derived from Ord. No. NS-300.823, adopted Nov. 23, 2010.

Sec. A18-367. -Intent.
This chapter is adopted to:
(1)

Ensure compliance with the business standards and practices of the County;

(2)

Encourage responsible retailing of tobacco products and electronic smoking devices;

(3)

Discourage violations of laws related to tobacco products and electronic smoking devices,
especially those that prohibit or discourage the sale or distribution of tobacco products and
electronic smoking devices to persons under 21; and

(4)

Protect the public health and welfare.

This chapter does not expand or reduce the degree to which the acts regulated by federal or state law
are criminally proscribed or alter the penalties provided by such laws.
(Ord. No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14; Ord. No. NS-300.883, § 2, 6-23-15)
Sec. A18-368. - Definitions.
For the purposes of this chapter, the following definitions shall apply:
(a) Arm's length transaction means a sale in good faith and for valuable consideration that reflects the
fair market value in the open market between two or more informed and willing parties, neither
of which is under any compulsion to participate in the transaction. A sale between relatives,
related companies or partners, or a sale for which a significant purpose is avoiding the effect of
the violations of this chapter is not an arm's length transaction.
(b)

Department means the County's Department of Environmental Health and any agency or person
designated by the director of the Department of Environmental Health to enforce or administer
the provisions of this chapter.

(c)

Electronic smoking device means (1) an electronic and/or battery-operated device that can deliver
an inhalable dose of nicotine to the user or (2) any product intended or sold for use with such a
device. "Electronic smoking device" includes any product meeting this definition, regardless of
whether it is manufactured, distributed, marketed or sold as an electronic cigarette, electronic
cigar, electronic cigarillo, electronic pipe, electronic hookah, electronic vape, vaporizer or any .
other product name or descriptor.

(d)

Ownership means possession of a ten-percent or greater interest in the stock, assets, or income
of a business, other than a security interest for the repayment of debt.

(e)

School means a public or private elementary, middle, junior high or high school.

(f)
https:/lwww.municode.com/library/ca/santa_clara_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeld=TITAGEAD_DIVA18HEWE_CHXXIIIPERETOPRELSMDE
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Tobacco product mean s any product containing tobacco leaf, including but not limited to
cigarettes, cigars, pipe tobacco, hookah tobacco, snuff, chewing tobacco, dipping tobacco, snus,
bid is, or any other preparation of tobacco that is manufactured, sold, offered for sale, or
otherwise distributed with the expectation that the product or matter will be introduced into the
human body. Tobacco product does not include any cessation product specifically approved by
the United States Food and Drug Administration for use in treating nicotine or tobacco
dependence.
(g)

Retailer means any person who sells, exchanges, or offers to sell or exchange, for any form of
consideration, tobacco products and/or electronic smoking devices. "Retailing" shall mean the
doing of any of these things. This definition is without regard to the quantity of tobacco products
or electronic smoking devices sold, exchanged, or offered for sale or exchange.

(Ord. No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A 18-369. - Requirements and prohibitions.
(a) Permit required. It shall be unlawful for any person to act as a retailer of tobacco products and/or
electronic smoking devices in an unincorporated area of the County without first obtaining and
maintaining a valid retailer permit pursuant to this chapter for each location at which that activity is to
occur.
(b)

Lawful business operation. It shall be a violation of this chapter for any retailer to violate any local,
state, or federal law applicable to tobacco products, electronic smoking devices, or the retailing of
such products .

(c)

Display of permit. Each retailer permit shall be prominently displayed in a publicly visible place at the
permitted location.

(d)

Notice of minimum age for purchase of electronic smoking devices. Retailers shall post conspicuously, at
each point of purchase, a notice stating that selling tobacco products and electronic smoking devices
to anyone under 21 years of age is illegal and subject to penalties. Such notice shall be subject to the
approval of the Public Health Department.

(e)

Positive identification required. No retailer shall sell or transfer a tobacco product or electronic
smoking device to another person who appears to be under 30 years of age without first examining
the customer's identification to confirm that the customer is at least the minimum age required under
state law to purchase and possess the tobacco product.

(f)

Minimum age for persons selling tobacco or electronic smoking devices. No person who is younger than
the minimum age established by state law for the purchase or possession of tobacco products or
electronic smoking devices shall engage in retailing.

(g)

False and misleading advertising prohibited. A retailer either without a valid retailer permit or with a
suspended retailer permit:

(h)

(1)

Shall keep all tobacco products and electronic smoking devices out of public view.

(2)

Shall not display any advertisement relating to tobacco products or electronic smoking devices
that promotes the sale or distribution of such products from the retailer's location or that could
lead a reasonable consumer to believe that tobacco products or electronic smoking devices can
be obtained at that location.

Limitation on storefront advertising. No more than 15 percent of the square footage of the windows
and clear doors of an establishment used for retailing shall bear advertising or signs of any sort, and
all advertising and signage shall be placed and maintained in a manner that ensures that law

https:/lwww.municode.com/library/calsanta_clara_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeld=TITAGEAD_DIVA18HEWE_CHXXIIIPERETOPRELSMDE
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enforcem ent personn el have a clear and unobstructed vi ew of the interior of the premises, including
the area in which the cash registers are maintained, from the exterior public sidewalk or entrance to
the premises. However, this latter requirement shall not apply to an establishment where there are
no windows, or where existing windows are located at a height that precludes a view of the interior of
the premises by a person standing outside the premises.
(i)

Flavored tobacco products. No retailer shall sell a tobacco product containing, as a constituent or
additive, an artificial or natural flavor (other than tobacco or menthol) or an herb or spice, including
strawberry, grape, orange, clove, cinnamon, pineapple, vanilla, coconut, licorice, cocoa, chocolate,
cherry, or coffee, that is a characterizing flavor of the tobacco product or smoke produced by the
tobacco product.

U)

Vending machines prohibited. No tobacco product or electronic smoking device shall be sold, offered
for sale, or distributed to the public from a vending machine or appliance, or any other coin or token
operated mechanical device designed or used for vending purposes, including, but not limited to,
machines or devices that use remote control locking mechanisms.

(k)

Self-service display prohibited.
(1)

Except as permitted in paragraph (2), no electronic smoking device shall be sold, offered for sale,
or openly displayed for sale in a manner that is accessible to the general public without the
assistance of the retailer or an employee of the retailer.

(2)

Paragraph (1) shall not apply to the display of electronic smoking devices by a retailer that:
(i)

Primarily sells tobacco products and/or electronic smoking devices;

(ii)

Generates more than 60 percent of its gross revenues annually from the sale of tobacco
products, tobacco paraphernalia, or electronic smoking devices;

(iii)

Does not permit any person under 21 years of age to be present or enter the premises
at any time;

(iv)

Does not sell alcoholic beverages or food for consumption on the premises; and

(v)
(I)

Posts a sign outside the retail location that clearly, sufficiently and conspicuously informs
the public that persons under 21 years of age are prohibited from entering the premises.

Prohibition on sale or distribution of tobacco products or electronic smoking devices to 18-, 19-, and 20year-olds. No retailer shall sell, offer for sale, or distribute any tobacco product or electronic smoking
device to any individual who is 18, 19, or 20 years of age.

(Ord. No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14; Ord. No. NS-300.883, § 3, 6-23-15)
Sec. A18-370. - Eligibility requirements for a permit.
(a) No retailer permit may be issued to authorize retailing at other than a fixed location. For example,
retailing by persons on foot or from vehicles is prohibited.
(b)

No retailer permit may be issued to authorize retailing at a temporary or recurring temporary event.
For example, retailing at flea markets and farmers' markets is prohibited.

(c)

No retailer permit may be issued to authorize retailing at any location where the profession of
pharmacy is practiced by a pharmacist licensed by the State of California in accordance with the
Business and Professions Code and where prescription drugs are offered for sale, provided, however,
that the prohibition contained in this subsection (c) shall not apply to:
(1)

Existing retailers of tobacco products operating lawfully on the date immediately prior to this
chapter becoming effective; and

(2)
https ://www .municode.com/library/ca/santa_clara_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeld=TITAGEAD_DIVA18HEWE_CHXXIIIPERETOPRELSMDE
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Exi sting retailers of electroni c smoking devi ces operating lawfully on t he date imm ediat ely pri or
to amendment of this chapter to regulate the retailing of electroni c smoking devices.
(d)

(e)

(f)

No retailer permit may be issued to authorize retailing at any location within 1,000 feet of a school, as
measured by the shortest distance traveled from any entrance of the proposed location for retailing
to the parcel boundary of the school, provided, however, that the prohibition contained in this
·subsection (d) shall not apply to the following:
(1)

Any retailer of tobacco products operating lawfully on the date immediately prior to this chapter
becoming effective;

(2)

Any retailer of electronic smoking devices operating lawfully on the date immediately prior to
amendment of this chapter to regulate the retailing of electronic smoking devices; and

(3)

Any lawfully operating retailer of tobacco products and/or electronic smoking devices that would
otherwise become ineligible to receive or renew a retailer permit due to the creation or
relocation of a school.

No retailer permit may be issued to authorize retailing at a location which is within 500 feet of a
location occupied by another retailer, as measured by the shortest distance traveled from any
entrance of the proposed location to any entrance of the existing location, provided, however, that
the prohibition contained in this subsection (e) shall not apply to:
(1)

Existing retailers of tobacco products operating lawfully on the date immediately prior to this
chapter becoming effective; and

(2)

Existing retailers of electronic smoking devices operating lawfully on the date immediately prior
to amendment of this chapter to regulate the retailing of electronic smoking devices.

Any exemption granted to a retailer pursuant to this section shall cease to apply upon the earlier of
the following to occur:
(1)

The retailer fails to timely renew the retailer permit pursuant to Section A18-373(b) of this
chapter.

(2)

A new person obtains ownership in the business.

(Ord . No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A18-371 . - Application procedure.
(a) It is the responsibility of each retailer to be informed of all laws applicable to retailing, including those
laws affecting the issuance of a retailer permit. No retailer may rely on the issuance of a retailer
permit as a determination by the County that the retailer has complied with all laws applicable to
retailing. A reta iler permit issued contrary to this chapter, contrary to any other law, or on the basis of
false or misleading information supplied by a retailer shall be revoked pursuant to Section A18-372 of
this chapter.
(b)

All retailer permit applications shall be submitted on a form supplied by the Department.

(c)

A permitted retailer shall inform the Department in writing of any change in the information
submitted on an application for a retailer permit within 14 calendar days of a change.

(d)

All information specified in an application pursuant to this section shall be subject to disclosure
under the California Public Reco rds Act (Government Code Section 6250 et seq.) or any other
applicable law, subject to the laws' exemptions.

(Ord . No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A18-372. - Issuance of permit.
https://www .municode.com/library/ca/santa_clara_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeld=TITAGEAD_DIVA18HEWE_CHXXIIIPERETOPRELSMD E
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(a)

Upon t he receipt of a co mplete appli cation f or a reta iler permit, t he appli cation fee, and t he annual
permit fee, the department shall issue a retailer permit unless substantial evidence demonstrates
that one or more of the following bases for denial exists:
(1)

The information presented in the application is inaccurate or false .

(2)

The application seeks authorization for retailing at a location for which this chapter prohibits
issuance of a retailer permit.

(3)

The application seeks authorization for retailing by a person to whom this chapter prohibits
issuance of a retailer permit.

(4)

The application seeks authorization for retailing that is prohibited pursuant to this chapter (e.g.,
mobile vending) or that is unlawful pursuant to any other law.

(b)

A retailer permit shall be revoked if the Department finds that one or more of the bases for denial of
a retailer permit under this section existed at the time application was made or at any time before
the retailer permit issued. Such a revocation shall be without prejudice to the filing of a new permit
application .

(c)

A decision to deny issuance of a retailer permit or to revoke a retailer permit that has been wrongly
issued may be appealed pursuant to Section A18-381 of this chapter.

(Ord . No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A18-373 . - Permit term, renewal, and expiration.
(a) Term of permit. The term of a retailer permit is one year. A retailer permit is invalid upon expiration.
(b)

Renewal of permit. The Department shall renew a valid retailer permit upon timely payment of the
annual permit fee. The Department may, in its disc retion, agree to renew any expired retailer permit
within the three-month period following expiration if the retailer pays the annual permit fee and
applicable late charges . For every calendar month, or fraction thereof, that a retailer fails to renew an
expired retailer permit, a late charge equal to 20 percent of the annual permit fee shall be assessed. A
retailer p_ermit renewed within three calendar months of expiration shall be treated as if timely
renewed.

(c)

Issuance of permit after revocation or expiration of permit. To apply for a new retailer perm it more than
three calendar months after expiration of a retailer permit or following revocation of a retailer permit
that was wrongly issued, a retailer must submit a complete appl ication for a retailer permit, along
with the application fee and annual permit fee. The Department shall issue a retailer permit pursuant
to the requirements of Section A18-372 of this chapter.

(Ord. No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A18-374. - Permits nontransferable.
(a) A retailer permit may not be transferred from one person to another or from one location to another.
Whenever a new person obtains ownership in a business for whi ch a retailer permit has been issued,
a new retailer permit shall be required, but any exemption granted pursuant to Section A18-370 of
this chapter shall cease to apply.
(b)

Notwithstand ing any other provision of this chapter, prior violations of this chapter at a location shall
continue to be counted against a location and permit ineligibility and suspension periods shall
continue to apply to a location unless:
(1)

One hundred percent of the interest in the stock, assets, or income of the business, other than a
security interest for the repayment of debt, has been transferred to one or more new owners;
and
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(2) The County is provided wi th clear and convin cing evi dence, including an affidavi t, that the
business has been acquired in an arm's length transaction .
(Ord. No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A18-375. - Permit conveys a limited, conditional privilege.
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to grant any person obtaining and maintaining a retailer
permit any status or right other than the limited, conditional privilege to act as a retailer at the location in
the County identified on the face of the permit.
(Ord . No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A18-376. - Fees.
The Department shall not issue or renew a retailer permit prior to full payment of any applicable fees.
The Board of Supervisors shall, from time to time, establish by resolution the fees to issue or to renew a
retailer permit. The fees shall be calculated so as to recover the cost of administration and enforcement of
this chapter, including, for example, issuing a permit, administering the permit program, retailer
education, retailer inspection and compliance checks, documentation of violations, and prosecution of
violators, but shall not exceed the cost of the regulatory program authorized by this chapter. All fees and
interest earned from such fees shall be used exclusively to fund administration and enforcement of this
chapter.
(Ord . No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A18-377.- Compliance monitoring.
(a) Compliance with this chapter shall be monitored by the Department. In addition, any peace officer
may enforce the penal provisions of this chapter. The County Executive may designate any number of
additional persons to monitor and facilitate compliance with this chapter.
(b)

The Department or other person designated to enforce the provisions of this chapter shall check
each retailer at least once per 12-month period to determine if the retailer is complying with all laws
applicable to retailing, other than those laws regulating underage access to tobacco products or
electronic smoking devices. Nothing in this paragraph shall create a right of action in any retailer or
other person against the County or its agents.

(Ord . No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14; Ord. No. 300.883, § 4, 6-23-15)
Sec. A 18-378. - Prevention of underage sales.
(a) The Public Health Department or other persons designated to enforce the provisions of this chapter
shall, in conjunction with the Sheriff's Office, check each retailer at least twice per 12-month period to
determine whether the retailer is conducting business in a manner that complies with laws regulating
youth access to tobacco products or electronic smokingdevices. Nothing in this paragraph shall
create a right of action in any retailer or other person against the County or its agents.
(b)

The County shall not enforce any law establishing a minimum age for tobacco product or electronic
smoking device purchases or possession against a person who otherwise might be in violation of
such law because of the person's age ("Youth Decoy") if the potential violation occurs when:
(1)

The Youth Decoy is participating in a compliance check supervised by a peace officer or a code
enforcement official of the County;

(2)

The Youth Decoy is acting as an agent of a person designated by the County to monitor
compliance with this chapter; or
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(3) The Yo ut h Decoy is participating in a compli ance check fund ed in part, eit her directly or indi rectly
through subcontracting, by the County or the California Department of Public Health.
(Ord . No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14; Ord. No . NS-300.883, § 5, 6-23-15)
Sec. A18-379. - Penalties for a violation by a retailer with a permit.
(a) [Administrative fine.] In addition to any other penalty authorized by law, an administrative fine shall be
imposed and a retailer permit shall be suspended if any court of competent jurisdiction determines,
or the Department finds based on a preponderance of the evidence, after the retailer is afforded
notice and an opportunity to be heard, that the retailer, or any of the retailer's agents or employees,
has violated any of the requirements, conditions, or prohibitions of this chapter, has pled guilty, "no
contest" or its equivalent to such a violation, or has admitted to a such a violation.
(b)

(c)

(d)

Amount of fine. Each such violation shall be subject to an administrative fine as follows :
(1)

A fine not to exceed $100.00 for a first violation within a 12-month period;

(2)

A fine not to exceed $200.00 for a second violation within a 12-month period; and

(3)

A fine not to exceed $500.00 for each additional violation within a 12-month period.

Time period for permit suspension.
(1)

For a first violation of this chapter at a location within any 24-month period, the retailer permit
shall be suspended for up to 30 calendar days.

(2)

For a second violation of this chapter at a location within any 24-month period, the retailer
permit shall be suspended for up to 90 calendar days.

(3)

For each additional violation of this chapter at a location within any 24-month period, the retailer
permit shall be suspended for up to one year.

Waiver of penalties for first violation. The Department may waive any penalties for a retailer's first
violation of any requirement, condition or prohibition of this chapter, other than a violation of a law
regulating youth access to tobacco products or electronic smoking devices, if the retailer admits the
violation in writing and agrees to forego a hearing on the allegations. Regardless of the Department's
waiver of penalties for a first violation, the violation will be considered in determining the penalties for
any future violation.

(e) . Corrections period. The Department shall have discretion to allow a retailer a period of time to correct
any violation of any requirement, condition or prohibition of this chapter, other than a violation of a
law regulating youth access to tobacco products or electronic smoking devices. If a retailer's violation
is corrected within the time allowed for correction, no penalty shall be imposed under this section.
(f)

Appeals. Any penalties imposed under this section may be appealed pursuant to Section A 18-381 of
this chapter.

(Ord . No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14; Ord . No. NS-300.883, § 6, 6-23-15)
?ec. A18-380. - Penalties for ret ailing without a permit.
(a) Administrative fine. In addition to any other penalty authorized by law, an administrative fine and an
ineligibility period for application or issuance of a retailer permit shall be imposed if a court of
competent jurisdiction determines, or the Department finds based on a preponderance of evidence,
after notice and an opportunity to be heard, that any person has engaged in retailing at a location
without a valid reta iler permit, either directly or through the person's agents or employees, has pled
guilty, "no contest" or its equivalent to such a violation, or has admitted to such a violation.
(b)

Amount of fine . Each such violation shall be subject to an adm inistrative fine as follows:
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(c)

(d)

(1)

A fine not to exceed $100.00 for a first viol ation within a 12-month period;

(2)

A fine not to exceed $200.00 for a second violation within a 12-month period; and

(3)

A fine not to exceed $500.00 for each additional violation within a 12-month period.

Time period for permit ineligibility.
(1)

For a first violation of this section at a location within any 24-month period, no new retailer
permit may be issued for the person or the location (unless ownership of the business at the
location has been transferred in an arm's length transaction) until 30 calendar days have passed
from the date of the violation .

(2)

For a second violation of this section at a location within any 24-month period, no new retailer
permit may be issued for the person or the location (unless ownership of the business at the
location has been transferred in an arm's length transaction) until 90 calendar days have passed
from the date of the violation.

(3)

For each additional violation of this section at a location within any 24-month period, no new
retailer permit may be issued for the person or the location (unless ownership of the business at
the location has been transferred in an arm's length transaction) until one year has passed from
the date of the violation.

Waiver of penalties for first violation. The Department may waive any penalties for a retailer's first
violation of this section, unless the violation also involves a violation of a law regulating youth access
to tobacco products or electronic smoking devices, if the retailer admits the violation in writing and
agrees to forego a hearing on the allegations. Regardless of the Department's waiver of penalties for
a first violation, the violation will be considered in determining the penalties for any future violation .

(e) Appeals. Any penalties imposed under this section may be appealed pursuant to Section A18-381 of
this chapter.
(Ord. No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14; Ord. No. NS-300.883, § 7, 6-23-15)
Sec. A18-381. - Appeals.
(a) A decision to deny issuance of a retailer permit, to revoke a retailer permit that has been wrongly
issued, or to impose penalties for a violation of this chapter can be appealed to a hearing officer,
subject to the following requirements and procedures. The hearing officer shall be the director of the
Department, his or her designee, or another individual selected by the County.
(b)

All appeals must be in writing, state the grounds asserted for relief and the relief sought, and be filed
with the director of the Department or his or her designee within ten calendar days of receipt of
notice of the appealed action. If such an appeal is made, it shall stay enforcement of the appealed
action.

(c)

No later than 15 calendar days after receipt of the appeal, the hearing officer shall set an appeal
hearing at the earliest practicable time and shall give notice of the hearing to the parties at least ten
calendar days before the date of the hearing.

(d)

Neither the provisions of the Administration Procedure Act (Government Code Section 11500 et seq.)
nor the formal rules of evidence in civil or criminal judicial proceedings shall apply to such hearing. At
the hearing, the hearing officer may admit any evidence, including witnesses, relevant to the
determination of the matter, except as otherwise provided in Section A18-382(c) of this chapter. A
record of the hearing shall be made by any means, including electronic recording, so long as a
reasonably accurate and complete written transcription of the proceedings can be made.

(e)
https ://www.municode.com/library/ca/santa_clara_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeld=TITAGEAD_DIVA18HEWE_CHXXIIIPERETOPRELSMDE
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The hearing officer may continue the hea ring from time to t im e, in hi s or her so le discretion, to allow
for orderly completion of the hearing.
(f)

After the conclusion of the hearing, the hearing officer shall issue a written decision, which shall be
supported by substantial evidence. Notice of the written decision, including findings of facts,
conclusions of law, and notification of the time period in which judicial review may be sought
pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6, shall be served upon all parties no later than 20
calendar days following the date on which the hearing closed. Any decision rendered by the hearing
officer shall be a final administrative decision.

(Ord. No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14)
Sec. A 18-382.- Enforcement.
(a)

Any violation of this chapter is hereby declared to be a public nuisance.

(b)

Causing, permitting, aiding, abetting, or concealing a violation of any provision of this chapter shall
also constitute a violation of this chapter.

(c)

Whenever evidence of a violation of this chapter is obtained in any part through the participation of a
person under the age of 18 years old, such a person shall not be required over his or her objection to
appear or give testimony in any civil or administrative process brought to enforce this chapter and the
alleged violation shall be adjudicated based upon the sufficiency and persuasiveness of the evidence
presented.

(d)

Violations of this chapter may be remedied by a civil action brought by the County, including, but not
limited to, administrative or judicial nuisance abatement proceedings, civil code enforcement
proceedings, and suits for injunctive relief. For the purposes of the civil remedies provided in this
chapter, each day on which a tobacco product or electronic smoking device is offered for sale in
violation of this chapter, and each individual retail tobacco product or electronic smoking device that
is distributed, sold, or offered for sale in violation of this chapter, shall constitute a separate violation
of this chapter.

(e)

Any person found guilty of violating any provision of this chapter shall be deemed guilty of an
infraction, punishable as provided by California Government Code§ 25132.

(f)

The remedies provided by this chapter are cumulative and in addition to any other remedies available
at law or in equity.

(Ord. No. NS-300.873, § 1, 6-24-14; Ord. No. NS-300.883, § 8, 6-23-15)

https://www.municode.com/library/ca/santa_clara_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeld=TITAGEAD_DIVA18HEWE_CHXXIIIPERETOPRELSMDE
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Date: February 8, 2016
To:

Mayor Burt and City Council Members

From: James Keene, City Manager
Subject: February 8, 2016, Agenda Item #6, Amendment to Table of Organization for Adding a
Management Analyst for Development Services
The following information is provided to address Councilmember questions regarding Agenda Item #6
on tonight's Agenda . In response to increasing demand for services and the additional responsibilities
associated with the Business Registry Program, Development Services requested a review of their
current staffing model in anticipation of the Business Registry renewal cycle which begins on March 1,
2016, and implementation of Phase Ill of the Business Registry program which will integrate the
Business Registry with other permits. The Department of Human Resources contracted for a Staffing
and Work Flow Study to determine appropriateness of current classifications, explore options for
redistribution of work or other alternatives to increase efficiency and capacity of the Development
Center. The Study was completed January 2016.
The Human Resources Review concluded that customer demand for Development Center services is
extremely high. Staff services include plan reviews, identification of issues and conducting inspections
for approximately 4,000 permits per year, among other services.

In October 2015 alone, the

Development Center fielded over 3,000 service requests and questions, with approximately 40 percent
handled in person and 60 percent over the phone. Currently there are five budgeted coordinator
positions that staff the front counter, plus one front desk clerk. Due to the high volume of calls and
walk-in traffic it has been difficult to keep pace with the work volume and during the month of October
there were approximately 17 abandoned calls per day, with an average wait time of 3 minutes and 43
seconds.
In addition to staffing the Development Center, the Development Center Manager was recently charged
with responsibility for staffing the Business Registry Program. Staff is currently working with our
software vendors on upgrades to the overall business registry, including new and upgraded questions, a
more intuitive user interface, and enhanced back-end integration with the City's permit management
system (Accela) to allow for better reporting functionality. Staff is also finalizing business discovery
work, and communications materials in anticipation of the first annual renewal of the business registry,
scheduled to take place on March 1st. All businesses subject to the business registry must renew or file
a new business registration by March 31 to avoid penalties. Based upon the volume of outbound
communications planned, enhancements to the site, and the fact that this is a first renewal period, staff
anticipates a
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h~h volume of customer interaction (in-person, calls, and emails). Staff is also

preparing to manage any

p6tential technical issues that take place with the site (customer issues, back-end issues, etc). In order to
handle these contacts in a manner consistent with our customer service goals, additional assistance is
needed. Also, it is the opportune time for training as the period between March 1st launch and the
delinquency period beginning June 1 is the critical customer-facing period.
Meanwhile, planning is underway for the complex integration of the business registry with the
certificate of use. In order to bring a plan to Council by late summer for the implementation of these
programs while maintaining other priorities, dedicated resources are needed to manage the
interdepartmental coordination of the design and development of the plan . This will also involve
working with technical resources to ensure that the plan is actionable .
Existing workload demands in the Development Center in combination with the additional
responsibilities associated with the Business Registry require additional staffing. The proposed addition
of the Management Analyst position will be fully offset by Development Center fees and Business
Registry revenues. Staff communicated in previous City Council Reports regarding the Business Registry
that additional resources would be required to support Business Registry efforts.
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Suggested edits to the Draft Community Services Element
Suggested by Don Barr
Page C-12
Current text:
In Palo Alto, services to the unhoused
community are provided primarily by nonprofit
groups. Inn Vision Shelter Network operates
the Palo Alto Opportunity Service Center,
providing supportive services, counseling, job
labor referral, transportation vouchers, and
shower passes to unhoused people. The Center
also coordinates the provision of groceries for
needy individuals through the Food Closet
located at All Saints Episcopal Church in
downtown Palo Alto, and operates the "Hotel
de Zink" emergency shelter out of twelve local
churches, using a different church each month
of the year.

Revised text:
"In Palo Alto, services to the unhoused
community are provided primarily by nonprofit
groups. The Community Working Group
(CWO) operates the Palo Alto Opportunity
Service Center, providing supportive services,
counseling, job labor referral , transportation
vouchers, and shower passes to unhoused
people. CWO has contracted with LifeMoves
(formerly known as Inn Vision Shelter
Network) to manage the provision of services
at the Opportunity Center. LifeMoves also
operates the "Hotel de Zink" emergency shelter
out of twelve local churches, using a different
church each month of the year.

Page C-12
Current text:
The City of Palo Alto works to address
homelessness by suppmiing the provision of
services and shelters in the community. The
City administers Community Development
Block Grant funding from the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Services, and has
financed the development of different
homeless facilities that serve the local
unhoused population.

Revised text:
The City of Palo Alto works to address
homelessness by supporting the provision of
permanent supportive housing at the
Opportunity Center as well as a range of other
services and shelters in the community. The
City administers Community Development
Block Grant funding from the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Services, and has
financed the development of different
homeless facilities that serve the local
unhoused population
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Page C-24
Current text:
Policy C-1.29- Support and promote County,
City, and non-profit services addressing the
needs of the low income and unhoused
community especially in the areas of temporary
housing, food , clothing, health care, mental
health, and transportation.

Revised text:
Policy C-1.29- Supp011 and promote County,
City, and non-profit services addressing the
needs of the low income and unhoused
community especially in the areas of
permanent supportive housing as well as
temporary housing, food , clothing, health care,
mental health, and transportation.

Page C-24
Current text:
Program Cl.29.2- Work with Santa Clara and
San Mateo Counties, non-profit agencies and
other organizations to define roles and
responsibilities in the comprehensive provision
of temporary shelter, food, clothing and
transportation for those in need.

Revised text:
Program Cl.29.2- Work with Santa Clara and
San Mateo Counties, non-profit agencies and
other organizations to define roles and
responsibilities in the comprehensive provision
of permanent supportive housing as well as
temporary shelter, food, clothing and
transportation for those in need.
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To: Palo Alto City Council
Date: February 8, 2016

From: Gail Price, Member, Community Working Group (CWG) Board
Re: Agenda Item # 8: Review and Discussion Regarding the Draft Community
Services and Facilities Element Recommended by the Comprehensive Plan Update
Citizens Advisory Commission (CAC)
The CWO operates the Palo Opportunity Service Center which provides permanent
supportive housing and a range of other services such as services, counseling, job labor
referral, transportation vouches and shower passes to unhoused people.
My comments are related to Policy C-1.29 .The proposed changes to the draft language
of the Community Services and Facilities Element of the Comprehensive Plan are in bold
as noted below:
GOAL C-1 Deliver Community services effectively and efficiently
Policy C-1.29
Support and promote County, City, State, and non-profit services addressing the needs of
the low income and unhoused community especially in the areas of permanent
supportive housing and temporary housing which addresses food, clothing, health care,
mental health, and transportation needs. [Previously Policy C20, with edits
recommended by PTC]
Program C1.29.1 Increase awareness about caring and compassion for the unhoused and
those who suffer from mental and/or physical conditions (delete disorders) through
educational programming in partnership with community and business organizations
throughout the region. [NEW PROGRAM]
Program C 1.29 .2 Work with Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties, the State of
California, the Federal Government, non-profit agencies, business, and other
organizations to define roles and responsibilities in the comprehensive provision of
permanent supportive housing and temporary shelter, food, clothing and transportation
for those in need. [NEW PROGRAM - PTC Recommended Program
Rationale:
To more effectively support the unhoused and homeless, the draft language for Goal C1.29 should not just reference temporary housing but needs to be revised in two ways:
1. Add permanent supportive housing in addition to temporary housing. Temporary
housing will not be sufficient to address the chronically homeless individuals and
families which often manifest mental, and physical health issues problems, addiction, and
problems finding jobs. The needs of the homeless are complex.

1

Permanent supportive housing is a combination of affordable housing and support
services designed to help individuals and families use housing as a platform for health
and recovery following a period of homelessness, trauma including PTSD, hospitalization
or incarceration.
Supportive housing programs are the most clinically and cost-effective and offer the most
integrated housing available for people with mental disabilities and other serious
conditions.
2. Expand all partnerships references to include business organizations and the State and
federal government. Effective partnerships, including fmding, must reach beyond local
and regional efforts.
Let's be realistic . To really provide policy and program guidance to address
homelessness, these proposed language changes are needed to improve our ability to
more broadly build partnerships and leverage funding to develop permanent supportive
housing and expanding services for the homeless

Thank you.
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http://www.caltrain.com/about/MediaRelations/news/Former SFMTA and VTA CEO To Lead Caltrain Modernization Program.html

ormer SFM A and VTA CEO To ead
Caltrain Modernization rogram
February 4·, 2016
At this morning's Caltrain Board meeting, Executive Director Jim Hartnett announced that
Michael Burns, who retired as the Chief Executive Officer for the Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority in 2014, will take the reins of the Caltrain Modernization
Program. The Caltrain Modernization Program is the most transformative project in the
rail system's 150-year history. The program will electrify the system and provide electric
vehicles to operate with the electrified infrastructure.
Burns was appointed Interim-Chief, Caltrain Modernization Officer. He will begin his new
role Monday, Feb. 8.
He began working with the Modernization team in 2015 to support planning for Caltrain
initiatives in San Francisco and ongoing coordination with High Speed Rail for early
investment program and the blended system.
"The Caltrain Modernization Program is the largest, most important, improvement project
in the system's 150-year history," said Jim Hartnett, Caltrain's Executive Director. "Michael
has more than 40 years of experience, the majority of which was spent overseeing rail
programs across the country. Under Michael's leadership, VTA received the federal
funding needed to finally bring BART to San Jose. I'm thrilled that he will be leading our
team towards Modernization."
Burns replaces outgoing Chief Cal train Modernization Officer, Marian Lee. Lee joined the
San Mateo County Transit District in 2007 as Director of Planning, she took over the
CalMod program in 2010. Lee's contributions were pivotal in helping to create a
community dialogue around the system's needs and address community concerns.
Lee will begin her new role as the Assistant City Manager with South San Francisco later
this month.
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The overhead support system to hold the BART tracks is being constructed above Berryessa Road as the
Berryessa BART Station is built. Officials say a truncated line is more likely to win federal funding.
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Long considered a good idea,
getting BART to San jose continues to be a struggle - despite the
generosity of South Bay voters,
who have twice raised their sales
taxes, and support from the tech
industry.
After already curtailing plans
. for a Silicon Valley BART extension once, South Bay transportation officials are retrenching and
considering cutting back again,
this time by eliminating two stations from a future extension now
seeking funding.
The original plan for BART to
San Jose, hammered out between
BART and the Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority in 2001,
envisioned a line taking off from
Fremont, now the end of the line,
and extending all the way to Santa
Clara, passing through a subway

ByCarolynS

Worker Jose Torres removes the metal jackets that form the concrete
columns to hold the BART tracks as they cross over Berryessa Road.

beneath downtown San Jose en
route.
. Two key stretches of that line
are under construction. BART is
extending its tracks to the Warm
Springs area of south Fremont,
near the Tesla plant, and expects to
start running trains to the new
station late in 2015. At the same

time, the VTA is building a 10.2mile extension that BART will
operate south to Berryessa in
northeast San Jose. VTA expects it
to open near the end of 2017.
But the dream of taking BART
to downtown San jose - or beyond, first envisioned in the 1960s
BART continues on A13
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- clashed with reality and
had to be scaled back to improve the project's chances of
winning federal funding.
First, VTA officials pulled
back on their plans to go
downtown and on to Santa
Clara, citing a low rating for
competitive federal funding
and depleted sales tax revenues caused in large part by
the tech crash of the early .
!WOOs . After regrouping, Silicon Valley leaders decided to

"We have to be
competitive for federal
funds. But our view is
that we can deliver all
6.1 miles with all the
stations attached."
Carl Guardino, executive director,
Silicon Valley Leadership Group

go only as far as Berryessa
and to ask voters to raise
their sales taxes to make sure
the extension could cover its
operating costs. Voters narrowly approved the measure
in 2007, in the depth of the
recession.
Now, with construction well
under way on the truncated
BART extension into Santa
Clara County, VTA is looking
to piece together enough money to build the second phase.
And, once again, the feds are
hinting that the project would
have a better chance if it were
cheaper.
Bernice Alaniz, a VTA
spokeswoman, said the agency
has made no decision on
.
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Source: BART

VTA earlier this month
raised the possibility of eliminating stations after taking a
closer look at the revenues
coming in from its sales tax
measures, the costs of building the Berryessa Extension
and updated costs for the
proposed extension to Santa
Clara. Then the agency looked
at ways to reduce its cost and improve its cost-perpassenger numbers - to

John Blanchard I The Chronicle

make the project more appealing to federal officials.
Eliminating two stations
would cut the price tag by
about $1.4 billion, Alaniz said,
and sin.ce the downtown San
Jose and Diridon stations have
the highest ridership projections, the best choice would
be to do without the Santa
Clara and Aluin Rock stations.
"We were simply laying all

Michael Macor I The Chronicle

during construction of the Berryessa BART Station. The extension south from Fremont has been planned for years .
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our cards on the table," Alaniz said. "We were not making a recommendation."
Nevertheless, residents and
leaders of those communities
were not pleased at the possibility of their stations disappearing - or at least being
delayed for years. So the VTA
has decided to work with
them and to continue studying the project for a year before deciding how to cut costs
or make the project more
competitive.
Carl Guardino, executive
director of the Silicon Valley
Leadership Group, said he's
confident that a plan can be
worked out that would save
the stations. Part of the solution, he said, could be another
sales tax measure that would
appear on the ballot in 2016.
The organization, a business
coalition with many techindustry members, backed the
two earlier tax measures,
which are still bringing in
revenue, and has been
strong advocate of bringing
BART to the South Bay.
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VTA earlier this month
raised the possibility of eliminating stations after taking a
closer look at the revenues
coming in from its sales tax
measures, the costs of building the Berryessa Extension
and updated costs for the
proposed extension to Santa
Clara. Then the agency looked
at ways to reduce its cost and improve its cost-perpassenger numbers - to

John Blanchard I The Chronicle

make the project more appealing to federal officials.
Eliminating two stations
would cut the price tag by
about $1.4 billion, Alaniz said,
and since the downtown San
Jose and Diridon stations have
the highest ridership projections, the best choice would
be to do without the Santa
Clara and Aluin Rock stations.
"We were simply laying all

More optimistic
"We have to be competitive
for federal funds," he said.
"But our view is that we can
deliver all 6.1 miles with all
the stations attached."
Randy Rentschler, spokesman for the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission,
which coordinates transportation planning and financing in
the Bay Area, said the difficulties of designing and running a high-ridership transit
system in a car-oriented city
like San Jose make it more
critical that the project keep
down its costs.
"They've made, and continue to make, the tough choices
to put BART to San Jose in
the best position nationally,"
he said. "You build what you
can afford, and you add the
rest later. This is a path that
can work."

Michael Cabanatuan is a San
Francisco Chronicle staff writer.
E-mail: mcabanatuan@
sfchronicle.com_ Twitter: @ctuan

